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ABSTRACT

This syllabus outlines a year earth science program
designed to be activity oriented, investigatory in approach, and
interdisciplinary in content. Each topic section contains a topic
abstract and topic outline, major understandings, and information to
teachers. The topic abstract lists behavioral objectives and general
information about the topic and its relationship to ether topics.
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areas: Investigating Processes of Change, ThE Earth Model, The
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FOREWORD
Between December 1966 and June 1967, the State Education Department
convened several meetings of an Earth Science Syllabus Revision Committee.
The purpose of this committee was to develop guidelines that could be used
as a basis for revising the New York State earth science program.

ophy

The guidelines that were developed by the committee described a philosand approach for a new course of study in earth science that would be:
1.

student activity oriented - Students should be exposed to a learning environment in which they would be active participants. Laboratory and field experience should be the focal point of this program;

2.

investigatory in approach - The learning activities should be
oriented toward an inquiry approach, placing the student in the
role of investigator;

3.

interdisciplinary in content - The course content organization
should integrate the traditional earth science subject areas.
Emphasis should be placed on the analysis of the environment,
and the processes affecting it.

Under the direction of Roger W. Ming, then Associate in the Bureau of
Science Education now Supervisor, Education for the Gifted, and through the
efforts of a writing team, a format, an outline, and implemental materials
evolved which were consistent with the Revision's Committee's initial
guidelines.
During the summer of 1967, a first edition of the experimental syllabus was written. A supplement containing suggested learning activities and
separate test items for a terminal examination were developed concurrently.
During the 1967-68 school year, 75 teachers used the first edition. These
teachers were organized into regional centers which held frequent meetings
to assemble feedback on the course of study. The centers also provided
training for their members and prepared inservice programs for teachers who
were not yet using the experimental materials.
During the summer of 1968, second editions of the experimental syllabus
and supplement were developed incorporating changes suggested in the feedback from the participating teachers. A second terminal examination was
also prepared. During the 1968-69 school year, 110 teachers used the second
edition of the syllabus. The regional centers were expanded in number and
more specific functions and responsibilities were assumed by the center
teachers.

A third edition of the refined syllabus materials and an examination
were prepared during the summer of 1969. This edition was tested by 110
teachers in the 1969-70 school year.
The final editions of the new earth science syllabus and supplement
were prepared during the summer of 1970.
A total of 155 teachers representing 96 school districts throughout
New York State were diredtly involved in the process of developing and
evaluating the new course of study. These, along with others who contributed,
are listed on page vi.

iii

The overall project was developed under the general direction of
Hugh B. Templeton, Chief, Bureau of Science Education.
During the 1967-69
period of development and field-testing, Mr. Ming was mainly responsible
for the steps taken that resulted in the extensive involvement of teachers
across the State.
Robert F. Zimmerman, Associate in Secondary Curriculum,
was the curriculum liaison person during the total period.
The final edition of this syllabus was prepared under the direction
of Douglas S. Reynolds, Associate in Science Education.
A special
acknowledgment is made to the leadership role on the writing teams played
by W. John Higham, Vestal Central School, and to the special services that
his school performed in publishing experimental editions of the syllabus
and supplement.

Gordon E. Van Hooft
Chief, Bureau of Secondary
Curriculum Development
William E. Young
Director, Curriculum
Development Center
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INTRODUCTION TO TEACHERS

Student Scheduling

Earth science is most frequently offered to selected and able ninth
grade students who display an interest in science.
Some schools have found that success in earth science can be achieved
by very high ability students
the eighth grade, and by Regents caliber
senior high school students. In the 11th or 12th year some students with a
strong science interest and high ability that did not have this course in
junior high school may elect to enroll in two sciences simultaneously.

Time Requirement

The minimum time required for this course is six 45-minute periods per
week, although seven periods are recommended. The time allotment should
include at least one double period for laboratory work each week.

Laboratory

One of the requirements of this course is that the pupil shall have
successfully completed at least 30 periods performing laboratory work, and
shall have prepared a written record verifying this work.

State Diploma Credit

This course may be used as one unit of the group II major science
sequence or for group III credit as an elective toward a State Diploma.

Changes in Syllabus

Corrections or changes in the syllabus that become necessary will be
brought to the attention of school principals by means of supervisory letters
from the Department.

Topic Sequence

Recommendations from the participating teachers in the experimental
program have resulted in the development of the sequence of topics presented
in this syllabus that leads to a successful completion of the course
objectives.

vii

INSTRUCTIONAL

OBJECTIVES

If the objectives of any course of study are not clearly defined, it will be difficult to evaluate
what has been learned. Without such clearly defined objectives, there can be no sound basis for selectClearly defined objectives should
ing appropriate course content or instructional methods and materials.
provide the student with a means to evaluate his own progress at any time and to help him organize his
efforts into relevant activities.
In this syllabus, the focus is upon the identification and formulation of appropriate objectives
those related to the process of
These are classified into two groups:
which have been behavioralized.
Roth groups of ob.iecinquiry (PIO's), and those related to subject matter or course content (CCO's).
tives have been specifically related to the understandings in each topic.
Process-of-Inquiry Objectives (PIO)
At the completion of the course, the student should be able to:
1.

demonstrate the following skills in mathematics:
a.

determine relative error in percent,

d.

use proportions in establishing scale,

b.

use scientific notation correctly,

e.

c.

solve for unknowns in simple

measure dimensions using metric system
and convert from one metric unit to
another metric unit;

algebraic equations (e.g., D =
2.

a)

b)
c)

3.

a)
b)

4.

5.

read the scales on standard measuring apparatus, such as rulers, protractors, balances,
graduated cylinders, barometers, or compasses, to an accuracy of 1/2 of the smallest
scale calibration of the apparatus;
demonstrate a degree of precision with standard measuring apparatus by collecting 3 trial
measurements that vary no more than 11/2 of the smallest scale calibrations of the apparatus;
demonstrate an ability to determine map measurements, such as directions, locations,
distances, and other quantities designated on special maps, which are appropriate to the
limitations of the map;
devise a classification system that can be used to interpret natural phenomena;
create models that can be used to interpret natural phenomena;

list possible sources of error in an investigation when given a description of the data,
procedure, and instrumentation;
a)

b)

collect and organize data;
construct graphs using scales which
are appropriate for the data;

c)

d)

extrapolate from and interpolate within
a set of data;
interpret models which ha-e been created
to represent natural phenomena.

Course-Content Objectives (CCO)

At the completion of the course, the student should be able to identify examples from observations
of his environment which illustrate that:
1.

Change is universal and results from energy flow across an interface.

2.

Mass-energy is conserved as change occurs.

3.

The sun is the major source of energy which drives earth systems.

4.

Natural systems tend to move toward a state of dynamic equilibrium.

5.

Many earth processes reflect cyclical changes.

6.

Changes or events reflect interactions between physical, chemical, and biological aspects of an
environment, and are described within the frames of reference of space and time.

7.

The properties of the environment and the materials of which it is composed indicate how they
were formed and how they may change.

8.

The study of present environments may be used to predict the future and to explain the past.

9.

Data derived from a microenvironment may be used as a guide to the interpretation of a macroenvironment.

10.

Observations occur when one or more of the senses are focused on an aspect of the environment.

11.

Powers of observation are limited by the senses, and can be extended by the use of instruments.

12.

There is a difference between information based on sensory perception and inferences made from
these observations

*Mager, R.F.

Preparing Instructional Objectives.

Palo Alto, California.
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Fearon, 1962, pp. 3-4.

THE EARTH SCIENCE SYLLABUS FORMAT

The format has been designed to facilitate teaching by the investigative method.
consist of three publications:

The materials

The Syllabus

The main body of the syllabus consists of three columns:
column 1:
column 2:
column 3:

Topic Outline
Major Understandings
Information to Teachers

The Topic Abstract of each topic lists the Major Behavioral Objectives that are to be attained
as a result of the experiences gained during the topic and provides, in the Approach, general information
about the topic and its relationship to other topics.
The Topic Outline (column 1) is a statement of the course content in outline form.
Each section of
a topic begins with the significant Section Question which initiates the learning experience.
It is
intended that the investigations, activities, and discussions for the section will provide the student
with the major understandings listed in the section.
The Major Understandings (column 2) consist of concepts related to the section question.
It
includes concepts that can be derived directly from the suggested activities as well as ideas which
would be derived indirectly. It is not intended that this column list aZZ the understandings which can
be related to the question.

The Information to Teachers column contains suggestions for approaching the material within a
topic, appropriate cross references to understandings appearing in other topics, and the listing of
process-of-inquiry and course-content objectives which relate to the understandings.

The Supplement

The supplement contains the investigations indexed by topic and section, and contains lists of
multimedia and other reference materials.
Each set of topic investigations is preceded by the Investigations-Understandings Matrix which is
designed to illustrate the relationship of the investigation to the major understandings.
It can also
be used to relate multimedia materials to the topic.
The descriptions of the student laboratory investigations are presented in two forms:
1.

Teacher Laboratory Guide Sheet - provides orientation and approach for teacher use.

2.

Student Laboratory Guide Sheet - provides a structUred procedure for the student.
The sheet can be easily duplicated at the discretion of the teacher.

Some investigations require special maps, charts, diagrams, or other items not readily available
elsewhere. These appear on separate pages to facilitate duplication.
Long-Term Investigations (L.T.I.) and Field Experiences (F.E.), have been grouped together in
topic II of the supplement eveo though many of these are used in other topics.
The individual activities are listed in a special matrix sheet which shows the topics to which they apply. In addition,
each activity is listed in the matrix sheet for the specific topics where the activity applies.
Both types of investigations may be conducted by individual students or with an entire class.
The two categories of investigations are not mutually exclusive.
Many of the long-term investigations are intended to be performed in the field, and many of the procedures described in the field
experiences may be treated as long-term investigations.

Additional suggestions for the long-term investigations and field experiences appear in topic II
of ..he supplement.

ix
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While the investigations have been placed in a "supplement," it should be clearly understood that
they are not supplementary -- they are essential, and comprise the core of the course.
The supplement also contains a glossary of some terms which are used throughout the syllabus. It
is not intended that these terms be memorized by the student.
Vocabulary testing is not an appropriate
activity for this course. The glossary should be used by the student as another reference source.
Thus, the teacher can include terminology in discussions or laboratory activities and not feel obligated
to "teach" definitions.

The Reference Tables

The reference tables, which are available in quantity, contain useful information such as charts,
scales, tables of constants, and graphs, which can be used by the student at any time throughout the
year.
It is not intended that the information in the table be memorized.

The tables are provided for use on the state-prepared examination and may be used during classroom
testing at teacher discretion.

ANNOTATED

EXAMPLE

FORMAT
Syllabus Pages

The topic question is an indication of the inquiry theme of the
entire topic.

Topic title from outline
Topic number

I/

Digest of1. Major Behavioral
Objectives for

TOPIC V - ENERGY Iv EARTH PRiXISSE

*gra St do Rola ei C...

students.

2. Suggested Approach
for the teacher
with emphasis on
what precedes or
follows.
The letter designation
indicates the Mdjor
Behavioral Objective
which is related to a
specific section of
the topic.
Whole number integers
designate section
questions. The understandings will develop
from the investigation
of the question,
enabling the student
to accomplish the
appropriate Major
Behavioral Objective.

40

ire Coe& Pracuxuria

Tine Emphasis;

I days

This time estimate
suggests the extent of
depth of treatment.
It is exclusive of time
required for testing.

TOPIC ABSTRACT

AB* lekvAmi BI AHAs
At the croplellon of Nis topic, the student should be able to:
and eriya. processes of em fey transit-.
.
B. Describe energy transforrtionS that have been observed in the envirc.....
Lem envie...rental processes and dram inferences about the cons ttttt ion of one.,
C.

of thenral and electrovaanetic energy essential to
ihly topic introduces the basic
understanding the earth
.et investigated in subsequent topics. applicetion of the 1.11
protester
contents .11 be Pepanded In greater detail during subsequent topics.

This column represents
statements of student
understandings which
should be derived primarily from investigations.

11,110e0i.ith,,,:f,;r4,74:4,14tori,1,,,,,,..,,in.c1;11,:o.rfveths,e1,0,:l,Z,.. student activitieS. s

IC OilltiliE

ENrtRMAT10N TO TEACHE

MOOR VA, RSTRM0I

V-A-1 refers to the
specific section of the
supplement.

111=1:=7"
A.1 Electrosagottic

BA

iVand age iheyiNeyseiderle 4 rirrierreeparc roseefe

energy

CE0-11, 12

reveilles A-1.II All objects not aide. rocerature oflr
absoluto tele re
energy,
A-I.12 Electromagnetic a rgy has trans...
wave ProPerVeI
A.I.13 Electromagnetic energy can te refracted,

P10.2, 0, Et CC0-1, 1.
P10-2, 3; CCU -I. 7. 9.

reflect., scattered, and absorted.

11

/1. 12

4-1.14 A geed Morten Of eleceraufne,le energy
Is a good radiator of electrtolgrietic
energy.

A.1.2 Solar
energy

CC0.3. 12

A-1.21 The sot Is the major source of energy

for the earth.

P10.2

A-1.22 The solar eleCtrosagnetic spectrue
Includes wide ren. of ...lengthy,

5; EE0.1. 11.

12

The males. intensity occurs In the
visible region.

Earth

0.1.31 Iren=1.fectir,Argl=gr foo:tter

is designates the
Course-Content Objectives.
The CCO(s) represent
broad themes which
permeate the syllabus,
and should be stressed
accordingly at this point.

A.1.31 0.11..IT.ts.210pic

energy

earth processes.

is designates the

A number in tenths
(A-1.3) detrignatea a

Process -of- Inquiry

subtopic iequired to
develop an answer to

Objectives.

The P10(8)
should be employed in
helping the student
achieve the understanding.

the section question.

This information refers
only to the aingle,understanding if it se coded
in hundredths (A-1.31).
It refers to the entire
section of the topic 77
it is coded in tenths

A number in hundredths
(A-1.31) designates
the specific major
understandings.
E

only.
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ANNOTATED

FORMAT

EXAMPLE

Investigations-Understandings Matrix

The blocks in a horizontal column designate which
investigations will support and explain a single
understanding. For C-1.12, (The amount of energy
lost....) any or all of the investigations (A-2a,

Investigation number
(topic anitted) found
at top of both teacher
and student laboratory
guide sheet.

B-1a, C -2a) might be used.

TOPIC 1 - MOGI III DM

paoass...$

'k/6.1 .9 Ills Ra is of emospy in Ca4M, Par 4,14at?
Lire Lre, Ittls: / days

il 41

INVISIICJIIM

Estimated time in 45-

flee

minute class periods. /

7,-T- 1

1,214,

,

1.012.315 (P.M)

:"

:

.1

er.

1,1

t,

,

i

A. ilectroneoneric entry on
entree transfer
A.: Clectro.monetl: energy
A-1.1 P °petits

I

I'

A-1.2I
32.I.22

A-1.3 fertn emu,

A.1.31

2.2 kr...NJ. transfer
2.2.1 Cono.Ictrar.

22."

A.2.2 Conrection

n-2.21

4.2.22

S."

3-2-33

4-7.3 7121271.

. MENEEINIE

P.1 Iransfornatiou in eartn
Oramses

7-1.31
13-I.32

tklAr..w.
C. Energy relationship.

Prom,.

7-7.37

r

M1 Ellnria.MME' AMEME
;.. '...

.1111
CI Mum

r/ wati,..
mom
ES
EEMEMMENEE
,-.14 MEAN
.1." a

-Lull

2.1.13

Those Process Objc.,tives
used in an investigation.

E
IW

al 11
.11.1. ME maw
MAMP____ ME

to

2.1 Coniervetion of enure,
C-1.1.11este 4.11.

.

=

IEMEMEMIEME IMEME

6-1.12
7.1.21

HEIM.

EIMEMILMIEME IEMI

7.1.11

5.1.2 15ornent of eater
0.1.3 .....x.147:14sorption

g Term Investigations
and
Field Experiences

MEW
EMIVMMEll
EEMIEMEMIMEMEMEMEME

P. Energy transformation

7.1.13

.
i

annumumrso,lammr
1111

.g

6.1.1Utewilvat

I

lEINI
EH
Milla...11111.1111
IMMEMOMUMME
IMIME M

32.1.:1

lost by a source
equals.:..)

i

I

ERII

..,

A-1.13

A..1.2 5u1nr enerp,

amount of energy

'

I

7'3." WM
2.1.12

The understandings
are coded directly
to the syllabus,
Major Understandings
column.
(i.e., C-1.12,

.

Space left for teachers
to place resources of
their school into matrix
(i.e., films, filmstrips,
slides, videotapes, offprints, library books,
etc.)

C-1.13 ENE EMEMEMEEMEMEME

,fiv

IV

Oatimeatical 04111

NW

11easuroent 04111

110.

Creating Neeels

03
Pb.)

AMU MEME
11111.1111

.11.11M.11.10111111.
MEMEMEMEEMEM

PIO-

elak'ta1le,"t1;:i1s"..

I

N7113.211: thed laultinedia Section

of Supplement for reference to this

WIC.

Name of investigation

.--

FR

t

11111111

.1

I

t

AU multimedia are located
in front of supplement by
topic.

The blocks in a vertical column designate whi,h
understandings are included in a single investigation.
Investigation B-10: Energy Absorption,
includes understandings: A-1.15, A-1.14, B -1.31,
B-1.12.
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FORMAT

ANNOTATED

EXAMPLES

Teacher Laboratory Guide Sheet
Investigation Title
Topic number wooN

Investigation V-A-2

Topic section ...2j
Section Number
Laboratory number
Question focuses on the
theme of the investigation.

,....Estimated number of periods
required. This will indicate the depth of coverage.

no 401,4,

2.

A list of materials
required for the
investigation.

Student difficulty

VI7a. ..I ,4M111

.2

22,

,,,,,, a

aul

42.2.12

:4721r42tV:
:IZTV.2722;:121:; 21toeti V.::2;111t:
.22,2 .2222. 2. oplcol
syt..

22

.242 .211 21..2 MN WI..

moms
Ikts

A notation of any special
problems concerning thee
investigation.

,

60 as a code, indicates
that a homework assignment
will expedite completion.

2.10.2

r wn..Y "" `."" " "'"

A general statement of
one possible approach
a teacher might use in
this investigation.
Sample of student-obtained
data.

Suggestions for changes
or extensions in this
area of investigation.

A listing of sources for
greater in-depth treatment.
1.111. /tocates Kir. a*. 175441.

Student Laboratory Guide Sheet
This will be available for each investigation for duplication and
distribution to students if the teacher chooses.
Investigation Title

V.AIN: KM I

Investigation numbe

REM
NM can enemy to transferred, faillegligik
TOMuCTION.

This section exmphasizes
the student behavior
modification towards
which this investigation
is structured.

isthnItIgm===gr41=rtfirt:LirrfrraL..nr.
trisenOtos amount of host enemy is stared In re rha
trill, heat sinit *mid be found the resultIrq besetrartster"" 002 AP"'
grnt deal of work for us. In this investigation Ku will are 11.222

fa. of hest mew.

2.2)12,2

GIJICTIKS:

Oen you finish MU invettliutiOn you should be able to:

I. Indict:4 the direction In utilch enemy Kula be ,,,,, fumed
herrn be **Sects. Oro their terPererret

A suggested procedure
for the student. In
some investigations,
data may appear here.

V.

Identify conditions in KIM that Is last or pion,. and

Carmine the mounts are relative rates of beat exchange,

Statement, or series of
questions, to initiate
inquiry and to amplify
theme presentation to
the students.

Mem I graphoilof torerature vs. time of br Karl run
of water gas
orrrW

1.

Put lolllnt water (100%) in one colorimeter, 1111, water et ram
reperature (approalrately 2SPC) In Of ether. Place the Or

cups in Such s portico ,Mt lane end of the rtMPut err.

Some questions are
cross-referenced to
a major understanding
found in the syllabus.

vi.Question which presents
investigation theme.

bar co be Inserted Into the utter in one cop. and the other

and of the bar Inserted Into th roar it the other Ur. PIw
remoter in each 0.9.

rr:dr: ItrtervlIrtrIGItniatIs!' ."h
3.

at Imo

Graph row results for both KM.

(1.1.11) I. In Kat Orettlon acts the energy flood rut Is your,
evidence?

S1-1.121 2. list Coes Its energy lost compare KO the energy gained?

xttt
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One or more questions to
ocus student attention
on the major facets or
ramifications of the
investigation.

AREA

EMPHASIS

TIME

CHART
Time Emphasis

AREA '

INVESTIGATING PROCESSES OF CHANGE
Topic I
Topic II

AREA 2

Topic VII
Topic VIII

20 days

Measuring the Earth
Earth Motions

10 days
10 days

38 days

Energy in Earth Processes
Insolatiok and the Earth's
Surface
Energy Exchanges in the
Atmosphere
Moisture and Energy Budgets
and Environment Change

7 days
5 days
16 days
10 days

THE ROCK CYCLE
Topic
Topic
Topic
Topic

AREA 5

5 days
5 days

THE EARTH'S ENERGY BUDGET
Topic V
Topic VI

AREA 4

Observation and Environment
The Changing Environment

THE EARTH MODEL
Topic III
Topic IV

AREA 3

10 days

IX
X
XI
XII

The
The
The
The

37 days

Erosional Process
Depositional Process
Formation of Rocks
Dynamic Crust

6
6
12
13

days
days
days
days

THE HISTORY OF THE EARTH
Topic XIII
Topic XIV

30 days

Interpreting Geologic History
Landscape Development and
Environmental Change

15 days
15 days

Total. Instructional Time

xiv

15

135 days

TOPIC OUTLINE
INVESTIGATING PROCESSES OF CHANGE

AREA 1

A-3 Extent of the atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and lithosphere
A-3.1 Atmosphere
A-3.2 Hydrosphere
A-3.3 Lithosphere

TOPIC I - OBSERVATION AND MEASUREMENT
OF THE ENVIRONMENT

B. Positions on the earth

A. The local environment

A-1 Observation
A-1.1 Sensory perception
A-1.2 Sensory limitations
A-1.3 Inferences
A-2 Classification
A-2.1 A system of classification
A-2.2 Purpbse

B-1 Position determination
B-1.1 Coordinate systems
B-2 Position description
B-2.1 Vector-scalar properties
B-2.2 Fields

TOPIC IV - EARTH MOTIONS
B. Properties of the environment
A. Celestial observations

B-1 Measurement
B-1.1 Dimensional quantities
B-1.2 Comparison
B-1.3 Error
B-2 Density
B-2.1 Variations

A-1 Motion of objects in the sky
A-1.1 Star paths
A-1.2 Planetary motions
A-1.3 Satellite motion
A-1.4 Sun motion
B. Terrestrial observations

TOPIC II - THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
B-1 Motion at the earth's surface
8-1.1 Foucault pendulum
B-1.2 Coriolis effect

A. The nature of change
A-1 Characteristics of change
A-1.1 Occurrence of events
A-1.2 Frames of reference
A-1.3 Rate of change
A-1.4 Cycles -- noncycles
A-1.5 Predictability of change
A-1.6 Occurrence of change

C. Time
C-1 Frames of reference for time
C-1.1 Earth motions
D. Solar system models

B. Energy and change

D-1 Geocentric and heliocentric models
D-1.1 Geocentric model
D-1.2 Heliocentric model
D-2 Simple celestial model
D-2.1 Geometry of orbits
D-2.2 Force and energy transformations

B-1 Relationship between energy and change
B-1.1 Energy flow and exchange
C. Environmental change

C-1 Man's influence on the environment
C-1.1 Environmental balance
C-1.2 Environmental pollution

AREA 3

THE EARTH'S ENERGY BUDGETS

TOPIC V - ENERGY IN EARTH PROCESSES
AREA 2

THE EARTH MODEL

A. Electromagnetic energy and energy transfer
TOPIC III - MEASURING THE EARTH

A-1 Electromagnetic energy
A-1.1 Properties
A-1.2 Solar energy
A-1.3 Earth energy
A-2 Energy transfer
A-2.1 Conduction
A-2.2 Convection
A-2.3 Radiation

A. Earth dimensions
A-1 Shape
A-1.1 Evidence
A-2.Size
A-2.1 Measurement techniques
A-2.2 Measurement determination

xv
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B. Energy transformation

C-2 Moisture and energy transfer
C-2.1 Density differences
C-2.2 Wind speed and direction
C-2.3 Adiabatic changes
C-3 Release of moisture and energy within
the atmosphere
C-3.1 Condensation and sublimation
C-3.2 Cloud formation
C-4 Release of moisture and energy from the
atmosphere
C-4.1 Precipitation
C-4.2 Wind-water interaction

B-1 Transformation in earth processes
B-1.1 Latent heat
B-1.2 Movement of matter
B-1.3 Wavelength absorption and
radiation
B-1.4 Friction

C. Energy relationships in earth processes
C-1 Conservation of energy
C-1.1 Closed system

TOPIC VIII - MOISTURE AND ENERGY BUDGETS AND
ENVIRONMENT CHANGE

TOPIC VI - INSOLATION AND THE EARTH'S
SURFACE

A. Earth's water
A.

Insolation at the earth's surface
A-1 Ground water
A-1.1 Infiltration
A-1.2 Permeability
A-1.3 Porosity
A-1.4 Capillarity
A-2 Surface water
A-2.1 Runoff
A-3 Pollution of the earth's water
A-3.1 Sources of pollutants
A-3.2 Types of pollutants
A-3.3 Concentration of pollutants
A-3.4 Long-range effects

A-1 Insolation factors
A-1.1 Angle
A-1.2 Duration
A-1.3 Absorption
A-1.4 Reflection
A-1.5 Scattering
A-1.5 Energy conversion

B. Terrestrial radiation
B-1 Radiation factors
B-1.1 Material radiation
B-1.2 Gases
B-1.3 Balance

B. The local water budget
B-1 Water budget variables
B-1.1 Precipitation (P)
B-1.2 Potential evapotranspiration (Er)
B-1.3 Moisture storage
B-1.4 Moisture utilization
B-1.5 Moisture deficit
B-1.6 Moisture recharge
B-1.7 Moisture surplus
B-2 Streams
B-2.1 Stream discharge and the water
budget
B-3 Climates and the local water budget
B-3.1 Climatic regions

TOPIC VII - ENERGY EXCHANGES IN THE
ATMOSPHERE
A.

Atmospheric variables

A-1 Local
A-1.I
A-1.2
A-1.3
A-1.4
A-1.5
A-1.6
A-1.7

atmospheric variables
Probability of occurrence
Temperature variations
Pressure variations
Moisture variations
Air movement
Atmospheric transparency
Other variables

C. Climate pattern factors

B. Synoptic weather data

C-1 Factors
C-1.1 Latitude

B-1 Synoptic analysis
B-1.1 Airmass characteristics
B-1.2 Airmass source regions
B-1.3 Airmass tracks

C -1.2 Elevation

C-1.3 Large bodies of water and ocean
currents
C-1.4 Mountain barriers
C-1.5 Wind belts
C-1.6 Storm tracks

C. Atmospheric energy exchanges
C-1 Input
C-1.1
C-1.2
C-1.3
C-1.4

of moisture and energy
Evaporation and transpiration
Vapor pressure
Saturation vapor pressure
Other input energy

xvi
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AREA 4

THE ROCK CYCLE

TOPIC IX - THE EROSIONAL PROCESS

A. Weathering
A-1 Evidence of weathering
A-1.1 Weathering processes
A-1.2 Weathering rates
A-1.3 Soil formation
A-1.4 Soil solution
B. Erosion

B-1 Evidence of erosion
B-1.1 Displaced sediments
B-1.2 Properties of transported
materials
B-2 Factors affecting transportation
B-2.1 Gravity
B-2.2 Water erosion
B-2.3 Wind and ice erosion
B-2.4 Effect of erosional agents
B-2.5 Effect of man
B-2.6 Predominant agent

TOPIC X - THE DEPOSITIONAL PROCESS
A. -Deposition

A-1 Factors
A-1.1 Size
A-1.2 Shape
A-1.3 Density
A-1.4 Velocity

B. Erosional-depositional system
B-1 Characteristics
B-1.1 Erosional-depositional change
B-1.2 Dominant process
B-1.3 Erosional-depositional interface
B-1.4 Dynamic equilibrium
8-1.5 Energy relationships

C. Rock formation
C-1 Sedimentary rocks
C-1.1 Compression cementation
C-1.2 Chemical processes
C-1.3 Biological processes
C-2 Nonsedimentary rocks
C-2.1 Solidification process
C-2.2 Recrystallization process
C-3 Environment of formation
C-3.1 Inferred characteristics
C-3.2 Distribution
D. Rock cycle
D-1 Evidence
D-1.1 Transition zones
D-1.2 Rock composition

TOPIC XII - THE DYNAMIC CRUST
A. Evidence for crustal movement
A-1 Minor
A-1.1
A-1.2
A-1.3
A-2 Major
A-2.1
A-2.2
A-2.3
A-2.4
A-2.5
A-2.6

crustal changes
Deformed rock strata
Displaced fossils
Displaced strata
crustal changes
Zones of crustal activity
Geosynclines
Vertical movements
Ocean floor spreading
Continental drift
Magnetic poles

B. Earthquakes
B-1 Wave properties
B-1.1 Types of waves
B-1.2 Velocities
B-1.3 Transmission
B-2 Location of an epicenter
B-2.1 Epicenter
B-2.2 Origin time

C. Model of the earth's crust and interior
TOPIX XI - THE FORMATION OF ROCKS
A. Rocks and sediments
A-1 Comparative properties
A-1.1 Similarities
A-1.2 Differences

C-1 Properties
C-1.1 Solid and liquid zones
C-1.2 Crustal thickness
C-1.3 Crustal composition
C-1.4 Density, temperature, and pressure
C-1.5 Interior composition

D. Theories of crustal change
B. Minerals

8-1 Relation to rocks
B-1.1 Composition
B-2 Characteristics
B-2.1 Physical, chemical properties
B-2.2 Chemical composition
B-2.3 Structure

D-1 Inferred processes
D-1.1 Mantle convection cells
D-1.2 Geosynclinal development
D-1.3 Isostasy
D-1.4 Process relationships

TIE HISTORY OF THE EARTH

AREA 5

TOPIC XIII - INTERPRETING GEOLOGIC HISTORY

D. The fossil record
D-1 Ancient life
D-1.1 Variety of life forms
D-1.2 Evolutionary development

A. Geologic events
A-1 Sequence of geologic events
A-1.1 Chronology of layers
A-1.2 Igneous intrusions and extrusions
A-1.3 Faults, joints, and folds
A-1.4 Internal characteristics
B. Correlation techniques
B-1 Correlation
B-1.1 Continuity
B-1.2 Similarity of rock
B-1.3 Fossil evidence
B-1.4 Volcanic time markers
B-1.5 Anomalies to correlation
C. Determining geologic ages
C-1 Rock record
C-1.1 Fossil evidence
C-1.2 Scale of geologic time
C-1.3 Erosional record
C-1.4 Geologic history of an area
C-2 Radioactive decay
C-2.1 Decay rates
C-2.2 Half-lives
C-2.3 Decay product ratios

TOPIC XIV - LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
A. Landscape characteristic.:

A-1 Quantitative observations
A-1.1 Hillslopes
A-1.2 Stream patterns
A-1.3 Soil associations
A-2 Relationship of characteristics
A-2.1 Landscape regions
B. Landscape development
B-1 Environmental factors
B-1.1 Uplifting and leveling force
B-1.2 Climate
B-1.3 Bedrock
B-1.4 Time
B-1.5 Dynamic equilibrium
B-1.6 Man
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AREA 1

INVESTIGATING
PROCESSES OF CHANGE

AREA TIME EMPHASIS

10 DAYS

TITLE

TIME

Observation and Measurement
of the Environment
The Changing Environment

5 days

TOPIC
I

II

1

5 days

TOPIC I - OBSERVATION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

gliado east the Cosoiisamoteni

9noetairteleti?

Time Emphasis:

TOPIC ABSTRACT

5 days

MAJOR BERAWINAL OBJECTIVES
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
Describe and classify his own observations of the local environment.
A.
Upasure some of the properties of his environment at a level of performance described
B.
in the"Process of Inquiry Objectives."

Approach
Treatment of topic I should be brief. The amount of time spent will depend upon previous student
experience with observation and measurement. The student should be made aware that casual
observations must be standardized and classified in order to form a basis for scientific
investigation. He should also become aware of the problems which accompany any type of scientific
measurement.

An important aspect of the study of density should be to provide the vehicle for an examination
of the skills of scientific measurement.

TOPIC OUTLINE

k.

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

The local environment
A-1 Observation

A-1.1 Sensory
perception

A=1

iloto ca .& the local off...4ioonoteml ds ohs?

A-1.11 Observations involve the interaction of
the senses with the environment.

A-1.2 Sensory
A-1.21 Powers of observation are limited by the
limitations
senses.
A-1.22 Powers of observation can be extended by
the use of instruments.
A-I.3 Inferences

A-2 Classification

A-1.31 Inferences are interpretations based upon
observations.

14-1
CCO-10

CCO-11

PIO-1; CCO-11

CCO-12

A -2 dioas cam 044414044bokicitias weatommeomi461c464444kt

14-2

A-2.1 A system
of classification

A-2.11 A classification system is based on
observable properties.

P10-5; CCO-10, 12

A-2.2 Purpose

A-2.21 A classification system enables an investigator to organize observations in a
meaningful way.

P10-3

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

B. Properties of the
environment
B-1 Measurement

B-1

the avug4a~teoti 4e meadmeeci?

(iota can fmormvsial

B-1.11 All measurements contain at least one
basic dimensional quantity (time,
length, or mass).
B-1.12 Some properties of matter are described
by the mathematical combination of the
basic dimensional quantities (e.g.,
density, pressure, volume, or
acceleration).

PIO-1

B-1.2 Comparison

B-1.21 Measurements of some properties of matter
are made by a direct comparison with
standards (e.g., length, mass, volume).

PIO-1, 2

B-1.3 Error

B-1.31 Any measurement is an approximation of
an absolute value and must be considered
to contain some error.

PI0 -1, 2, 3

B-1.1 Dimensional
quantities

B-2 Density

B-2

PIO-1

What aim dome cltelsacieeidiied ei ate peopstlist

I -B -2

of age eif,0410#1".0d?
B-2.1 Variations

B-2.11 The density of a uniform material is
independent of the size and shape of the
material.
B-2.12 The density of a gas varies with pressure
and temperature.
B-2.13 The maximum density of most materials
occurs in the solid phase.
B-2.14 The maximum density of water occurs in
the liquid phase.

3
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PIO-1, 2, 4, 5; CCO-10,
11

CCO-10, 11

PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-7, 10,
11

PI0 -1, 2, 5; CCO-7, 10,
11

TOPIC II - THE CHANGIFIG ENVIRONMENT

oliaw ehan9edde

Coutiminsteal?
Time Emphasis:

5 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Describe the nature of changes occurring in his environment from observations of the
environment.
B.
Draw inferences about the relationship of energy to change from direct observations.
C.
Draw inferences about man's ability to modify his environment from direct observations.

Approach
Throughout this topic the student's attention should be focused on changes in his environment.
The student should develop an awareness that the phenomenon of change is the prevailing condition
in nature.

In this topic it is desirable to start some long-term investigations of the "watch" type which
Specific suggestions for
will be concluded and summarized at various points in later topics.
these investigations are included in the supplementary materials.

Long-term watches should be initiated with enthusiasm and students should be frequently encouraged
so that they will feel the necessity for continuing their work.
Specific end points for these
investigations should be determined in advance, and plans should be established for the
incorporation of the accumulated data into the appropriate topics.
The relationship between energy and change should be introduced in this topic.
ment will occur in topic V.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

Further develop-

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. The nature of change
A-1 Characteristics
of change
A-1.1 Occurrence
of events

kJ Allow cast chan,isi 4a tiriciats&
A-1. 11 Change can be described as the occurrence

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 7

of an event.
A-1. 12 An event occurs if the properties of
matter are altered.
A-1. 13 An event occurs if the properties of a
system are altered.

P10-4, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4,
6, 7
P10-4, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4,
6, 7
P10-3, 4, 5; CCO-1, 2,
10, 11, 12

A-1.2 Frames of
reference

A-1. 21 Time and space are frames of reference

A-1.3 Rate of
change

A-1. 31 A change can be described by measuring

P10-2, 4; CCO-1, 2, 6,

the rate at which it occurs.
A-1. 32 The rates of change of some earth
processes are difficult to measure.

7

through which change can be described.

4

23

P10-2; CCO-10, 11

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE

A-1.41 Cyclic change is an orderly manner of
events in time and space which repeats.
A-1.42 Most changes in the environment are cyclic.

CCO-6

A-1.5 Predictability of
change

A-1.51 The scope and direction of change is often
predictable when evidence of the nature of
the change is available.

CCO-1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
10, 12

A-1.6 Occurrence
of change

A-1.61 Change is a natural state of the environment.

A-1.4 Cyclesnoncycles

CCO-5

B. Energy and change

8-1 Relationship
between energy
and change
8-1.1 Energy
flow and
exchange

11..1

galtai it the 4elakon41:42.

ene4.9, la damp?

B-1.11 Change occurs simultaneously in the part
of the environment which loses energy
and in the part of the environment which
gains energy.
B-1.12 The exchange of energy in processes of
change occurs at the interface between
parts of the environment.

CCO-1, 4

CCO-1, 2, 4

C. Environmental Change
C-1 Man's influence
on the
environment
C-1.1 Environmental
balance

C-1.2 Environmental
pollution

C-I

dlou clew mesa mad*

emairionsteni?

C-1.11 The environment is in a state of equilibrium which can be altered easily on
a small scale.
C-1.12 Man's technology has enabled him to
disrupt the equilibrium of large
portions of his environment.

CCO-4

C-1.21 The environment is considered to be
polluted when the concentration of any
substance or form of energy reaches a
proportion that adversely affects man,
his property, or the plant and animal
life on which he depends.
C-1.22 Environmental pollutants include such
diverse materials as solid , liquids,
gases, biologic organisms, and forms
of energy such as heat, sound, and
nuclear radiation.
C-1.23 Pollutants are being added to the environment by natural processes, the activities
of individuals, communities, and industrial processes.
C-1.24 The addition of some pollutants to the
environment varies with such factors as
the seasons or the time of day.

P10-2, 5; CCO-8, 9

5

24

CCO-6

CCO-7

CCO-1

P10-2; CCO-1, 2, 4, 5

AREA 2

THE EARTH MODEL

AREA TIME EMPHASIS
20 DAYS

TITLE

TOPIC

Measuring the Earth
Earth Motions

III
IV

7

25

TIME
10 days
10 days

TOPIC III - MEASURING THE EARTH

Wiscit Is

vb.

0444

Model of the Avia?
Time Emphasis:

TOPIC ABSTRACT

10 days

Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Develop models to illustrate the earth's size and shape and the extent of the earth's
spheres.
Determine a method for locating a point on the earth's surface, measure the physical
B.
exist at that
properties at this point, and develop models of some of the fields
point.

Approach
Students will very likely have preconceived ideas concerning earth dimensions and relative
scale.
Care should be taken to place the magnitude of the various dimensions in proper
perspective. This topic should be developed from a "how-do-we-know-it" approach employing a
questioning, analytic technique.
The measurement of a physical characteristic at many points should be used to develop the field
concept.
The field can then be used to infer the characteristics of points that have not been
measured.
Students should be provided with enough experience with fields so that the concept can be easily
applied in later topics.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Earth dimensions

A-1 Shape

A-1.1 Evidence

A-2 Size
A-2.1 Measurement
techniques

41-1 Sloas cam. As sa414's skips Ise detatstimart
A-1.11 Observations of the altitude of Polaris
measured as a function of latitudinal
distance leads to an interpretation of the
earth's shape.
A-1.12 Other evidences that indicate the earth's
shape include:
a.
photographs of the earth
from space
b.
gravimetric measurements

1114-1
PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11, 12

PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11, 12

A-2 dloas can. ass avdk's ski* As 444.stiated?
A-2.11 The dimensions of the earth can be
determined from observations of the earth
from space.
A-2.12 The circumference of the earth can be
determined from observations of the sun's
altitude measured at the same time in
two different locations.

8

26

PIO-1, 5; CCO-11

A-2.1 2 An actual determination

of the circumference of
the earth can be made
by measuring the sun's

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

position and exchanging
the data with another

A-2.13 The earth's diameter, volume, and
surface area can be calculated once the
circumference is known.
A-2.2 Measurement
determination

A-3 Extent of the
atmosphere,
hydrosphere,
and lithosphere

A-3.I Atmosphere

A-2.21 The earth's circumference through the
poles is less than the measurement along

PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11

the equator.

A-2.22 The earth is nearly spherical, being only
slightly oblate.

A-3 What it as .glad al At

didAMS4021140141,

A-2.22 The objective in this
understanding is to put
the earth's shape in
proper perspective
regarding scale. The
"out of roundness"
should not be overemphasized. Otherwise,
students may develop an
exaggerated mental model
of the earth's shape.
PIO-1, 3; CCO-11, 12

III-A-3

levdtalialuna, and ',Nymphet&
A-3.11 Nearly all of the atmosphere is confined to a thin shell surrounding the
earth. However, the atmosphere extends
several hundred kilometers into space.

A-3.12 The atmosphere is stratified, with each
layer possessing distinct characteristics.
A-3.2 Hydrosphere

A-3.21 The majority of the earth's surface is
covered with water that is largely confined to a relatively thin film.

A-3.3 Litho-

A-3.31 The rock near the earth's surface forms
a continuous solid shell around the

sphere

school.
PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11, 12
PIO-1, 5; CCO-11

A-3.11 The objective in this
understanding is to put
the extent of the atmosphere in proper perspective regarding scale.
PIO-1, 3; CCO-7, 11
P10-5; CCO-7, 9, 11

PIO-1, 3; CCO-7, 11

A-3.31 Relate to topic XII.
PI0 -1, 3; CCO-7, 11

earth.

B. Positions on
the earth
B-1 Position
determination
B-1.1 Coordinate
systems

dlada can a "sedition on

As taa41A's

kosiaca Ise datanstional?
B-1.11 A coordinate system of imaginary lines,
an earth grid, can be developed to
determine a position on the earth's
surface.

B-1.12 The latitude-longitude system is based
on celestial observations.

9

27

B-1.11 The students should
become aware that many
reference systems can
be used to determine
positions on the earth.
P10-2, 3, 5
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-11

TOPIC OUTLINE
8-2 Position
description

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

84 4awa WM Ilgs charsadmitlici 4 a 'maim. As
suttumsti aad dadotiluml?

1114-2

B-2.1 Vectorscalar
properties

B-2.11 The physical characteristics of a point
may be either vector or scalar quantities.

B-2.2 Fields

B-2.21 A field is a region of space which conP10-3, 5
tains a measurable quantity at every point.
B-2.22 Isolines are models representing field
P10-3, 5
characteristics in two dimensions.
B-2.23 Iso-surfaces are models representing
P10-3, 5
field characteristics in three dimensions
(e.g., contour map or magnetic field)
B-2.24 The characteristics of a field frequently B-2 .24 A field should be
change with the passage of time.
studied in which change
can be noted.
Do not
create the impression
that fields are static
or unchanging.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 7,

P10-3, 5

10, 11

B-2.25 Gradients within the field express the
degree of change of the field quantity
from place to place.

10

28

P10-5; CCO-7

TOPIC IV - EARTH MOTIONS

What One the Mat ions of ate Cam?
Time Emphasis:

10 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Collect data on the motions of objects in the sky.
B.
Driinferences about earth motions from evidence such as the Coriolis effect and the
Foucault pendulum.
C.
Draw inferences from celestial and terrestrial observations relating frames of reference
for time and earth motion.
D.
Analyze models of the solar system using locally obtained data to synthesize a simple
mode ,and evaluate the model fcr its applicability.

Approach
Topic IV continues the development of a general model of the planet earth by the examination of
terrestrial, lunar, and planetary observations. These observations should be used to construct
a model for earth motions.
The geocentric and heliocentric models should be introduced and the observations used to
support or refute these models.

TOPIC OUTLINE
A.

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

Celestial observations

A-1 Motions of
objects in
the sky
A-1.I Star
paths

A-1.2 Planetary
motions

A-1.3 Satellite
motion

A-1.4 Sun
motion

A.i What 04414mAamet Ca" d; ANdWAP 01( CMANWW! 040141

11/4-1

A-1.11 The apparent daily motion of stars is a
circular path.
A-1.12 The daily rate of motion of stars is
constant.

P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 8

A-1.21 The movement of planets through the
star field is not uniform.
A-1.22 The apparent diameter of each planet
varies in a cyclic manner.
A-1.23 The observation of planets indicates that
many rotate.

P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 8

P10-5; CCO-6, 8

P10-5; CCO-5, 6, 8
P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 8

A-1.31 The moon's motion creates a cycle of

P10-5; CCO-4, 5, 6, 8

phases.
A-1.32 The moon's apparent diameter varies in
a cyclic manner.

P10-5; CCO-4, 5, 6, 8

A-1.41 The sun's apparent daily path through
the sky is an arc.
A-1.42 The sun's apparent path varies with the
seasons.
11

29

P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 8
CCO-5, 6, 8

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

A-1.43 The high noon position is never directly

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS
CCO-5, 6, 8

overhead farther north than 231/2° N.
latitude.

A-1.44 The points of sunrise and sunset vary
with the seasons.
A-1.45 The length of day varies with the
seasons.
A-1.46 The apparent solar diameter varies in
a cyclic manner during the year.

CCO-5, 6, 8
CCO-5, 6, 8
P10-5; CCO-4, 5, 6, 8

B. Terrestrial
observations

B-1 Motion at the
earth's surface

B-1.1 Foucault
pendulum

B-1.2 Coriolis
effect

11-1

Whatteeeesbsialeoidencesariestsea4thmatioms?

B-1.11 The plane of vibration of a freely
swinging pendulum appears to change
direction in a manner that is
predictable.
B-1.12 The path of a fluid at the surface
of the earth appears to undergo a
predictable horizontal deflection.

IY -B -1

P10-5; CCO-6, 9

P10-5; CCO-6, 9

C. Time

C-1 Frames of
reference for
time
C-1.1 Earth
motions

C-1 pilaw 044 items& ai etieeence cleteeseasect jas tome

C-1.11 The frames of reference for time are
based upon the motions of the earth.
C-1.12 Mean time differs from apparent solar
time by an amount which varies with
the seasons.

CCO-5, 6
CCO-5, 6

D. Solar system models

D-1 Geocentric and
heliocentric
models
D-1.1 Geocentric
model

D-1.2 Heliocentric
model

D.1

What models explain the alkuneations
celestial ead temeatial medians?

IV-D-1

D-1. 11 The apparent motions of celestial objects

P10-3, 4; CCO-5, 11, 12

are explained by a geocentric model.
D-1. 12 The apparent terrestrial motions of objects
are not explained by a geocentric model.

P10-3, 4; CCO-11

D-1. 21 The apparent motions of celestial objects

P10-3; CCO-6, 12

are explained by a heliocentric model.
D-1. 22 The apparent terrestrial motions of objects
are explained by a heliocentric model.
D-1.23 Compared to the geocentric model, the
heliocentric model of celestial motion is
less complex.

12

30

P10-3; CCO-6, 12

P10-3, 4; CCO-5, 6, 8

D-2 Simple celestial model
D-2.1 Geometry
of orbits

IV-D-2

dimfde cdeetiadomadelaut jedyraaw040411

D -2

?wm alsdiskiationta
D-2.11 The earth's orbit around the sun is an
ellipse with the sun at one of the foci.
D-2.12 The orbits of the other planets also
describe ellipses with the sun at a
focus.
D-2.13 The areas swept out by an imaginary line
connecting the sun and a planet are equal
for equal intervals of time.
D-2.14 The period of any given planet is related
to the mean radius of its orbit.
2

[T

D-2.2 Force and
energy
transformations

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE

P10-3; CCO-3, 5, 6, 12
P10-3; CCO-5, 6, 12

P10-3; CCO-5, 8

PIC-3; CCO-5, 8

-3
a R ]

D-2.21 The gravitational force between objects
is attractive.
D-2.22 The gravitational force is proportional to
the product of the masses of the objects
and inversely proportional to the distance
between their centers squared.
m,m2

P10-3; CCO-2, 6, 9

D-2.23 A cyclic energy transformation between
kinetic and potential energy takes place
as the earth moves, resulting in a
change in the earth's speed.
0-2.24 The length of the day varies because of
the change in speed of the earth in its

P10-3; CCO-1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 8

E -2-1

orbit.

13

CCG-5, 6, 9

AREA 3

THE EARTH'S
ENERGY BUDGETS

AREA TIME EMPHASIS
38 DAYS

TOPIC
V
VI
VII

VIII

TITLE

Energy in Earth Processes
Insolation and the Earth's Surface
Energy Exchanges in the Atmosphere
Moisture and Energy Budgets and
Environmental Change

15

32

TIME
7 days
5 days
16 days

10 days

TOPIC V - ENERGY IN EARTH PROCESSES

What 9s 1114 Role

Cowl" use ea4th Nocettdet?
Time Emphasis:

7 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Identify, and analyze processes of energy transfer.
B.
Describe energy transformations that have been observed in the environment.
C.
Analyze environmental processes,and draw inferences about the conservation of energy.

Approach
This topic introduces the basic concepts of thermal and electromagnetic energy essential to
understanding the earth processes investigated in subsequent topics.
Application of the basic
concepts will be expanded in greater detail during subsequent topics.
The depth of treatment of topic V, including the selection of student activities, should
utilize the prior experiences and knowledge of the students.

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

A. Electromagnetic energy
and energy transfer
A-1 Electromagnetic
energy
A-1.1 Properties

A-1.2 Solar
energy

A-1.3 Earth
energy

A-I Wiwi eta ate paefsetties

electscesersetie 'mew?"

A-1.11 All objects not at a temperature of
absolute zero radiate electromagnetic
energy.
A-1.12 Electromagnetic energy has transverse
wave properties.
A-1.13 Electromagnetic energy can be refracted,
reflected, scattered, and absorbed.
A-1.14 A good absorber of electromagnetic energy
is a good radiator of electromagnetic
energy.
A-1.21 The sun is the major source of energy
for the earth.
A-1.22 The solar electromagnetic spectrum
includes a wide range of wavelengths.
The maximum intensity occurs in the
visible region.
A-1.31 The natural decay of radioactive matter
is a secondary source of energy for
earth processes.

16

33

V-A-I

CCO-11, 12

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 7,

P10-2, 3; CCO-1, 7, 9,
11

CCO-7, 11, 12

CCO-3, 12

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-7, 11,
12

A-1.31 Relate to topic XIII.
CCO-11, 12

A-2 Energy
transfer
A-2.1 Conduction

A-2.2 Convection

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE

A-2 diode was. &tete& 4e titaftdieueri?

Y-A-2
CCO-11, 12

A-2.11 Conduction of thermal energy occurs as
an interaction of matter at the molecular
or atomic level.
A-2.21 Density differences influence the transfer of energy in fluids.

A-2.21 Relate to topic VII.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,

A-2.22 In a fluid, convection cells develop
which transfer energy.

A-2.22 Relate to topic VII and
topic XII.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

6, 11

A-2.3 Radiation

A-2.31 Electromagnetic energy requires no medium
for transfer.

CCO-11, 12

B. Energy transformation
B-1 Transformation
in earth
processes
B-1.1 Latent
heat

B-1.2 Movement
of matter

B-1.3 Wavelength
absorption
and radiition

B-1.4 Friction

B-1 What adze some eaerwe 14cossie,mmetio#14
drat cacti 4e eddy:wed iot meth. pitocedded?
B-1.11 Changes of phase are contingent upon the
loss or gain of energy
B-1.12 As energy is added to matter, causing a
change of phase while the temperature
remains constant, this energy is transformed into potential energy.
B-1.13 A significantly greater amount of
energy is required to change a given
mass of water from liquid to vapor than
is required to change ice to liquid.
B-1.21 The movement of matter toward or away
from the earth's center of mass results
in an energy transformation from kinetic
to potential or vice versa.
B-1.31 The characteristics of the surface of a
material determine the quantity and type
of electromagnetic energy absorbed.
B-1.32 Absorbed short wavelengths of electromagnetic energy can be subsequently
radiated as long wavelengths.
B-1.41 Energy is transformed at interfaces where
friction occurs.

V-B-1

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4,
11, 12
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4,
11, 12

B-1.13 Relate to topic VII and
topic VIII.
PIO-I, 2, 3, 5; CCO-1,
2, 11

B-1.21 Relate to topics,IX, X,
and XIV.

CCO-1, 2, 12

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 6,
7, 11, 12
P10 -3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 7,
10

B-1.41 Relate to topic IX.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 7,
10

C. Energy relationships
in earth processes

C-1 Conservation of
energy
C-1.1 Closed
system

GI Wised agiOt."44 ear

4. 46400$

0441441 440 total °"449,

WC-1

?

tait cog. a. doted

C-1.11 Energy flows from sources to sinks.
C-1.12 The amount of energy lost by a source
equals the amount of energy gained by a
sink.

17

34

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 2,
4, 7, 9, 11, 12
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 2,
4

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

C-1.13 The amount of energy needed to produce
C-1.13
an equal temperature change in equal
masses of different materials varies
with the materials.
C-1.14 Water has the highest specific heat
C-1.14
capacity among naturally occurring
materials.
C-1.15 Heat lost (or gained) is proportional to
the product of the mass and the temperature

Relate to topic VIII.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 6,
7, 11

Relate to topic VIII.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 2,
7, 11
PI0 -1, 2, 3, 5; CCO-1
11,11

change.

C-1.16 The heat lost (or gained) in a phase
change is equal to the product of the
mass times the change in potential
energy per unit mass.

18

35

C-1.16 Relate to topic VII.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 2,
7, 11

TOPIC VI - INSOLATION AND THE EARTH'S SURFACE

What eihrimests to, Sofa esseiwfit Thai Reaches 6e ea414?
Time Emphasis:

5 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
Analyze factors which influence the amount of insolation reachina the earth's surface.
A.
Measure the effect of factors which influence the amount of terrestrial radiation.
B.

Approach
In this topic the student has the opportunity to investigate the absorption, reflection,
radiation, and energy conversions involved in the earth-sun energy system.
In topic VII the radiative budget becomes the basis for the investigation of weather.

*
TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Insolation at the
earth's surface
A-1 Insolation
factors

A-1.1 Angle

A-1.2 Duration

A-1 What aim &Dote iackatt which. ailowl atdoialion?

A-1.11 The intensity of insolation per unit area
increases as the angle of insolation
approaches perpendicular.
A-1.12 The intensity of insolation per unit area
decreases with an increase in latitude.
A-1.13 The angle of insolation at any location
varies with the time of day.

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-1, 11

A-1.21 The temperature at a given location varies
directly with the duration of insolation.
A-1.22 The duration of insolation varies with
latitude and season.
A-1.23 Maximum insolation in northern midlatitudes occurs about June 21.
A-1.24 Maximum surface temperature occurs sometime after the maximum duration of inso-

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 3, 6

P10-3, 5; CCO-1
P10-3, 5; CCO-1

P10-3, 5; CCO -1, 5

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 5
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 3

lation.

A-1.3 Absorption

A-1.31 The atmosphere is largely transparent to
visible radiation,but it selectively
absorbs quantities of ultraviolet and
infrared radiation.
A-1.32 Land surface temperatures change more
rapidly than water surface temperatures.

19

36

A-1.31 Relate to topic VII.
P10-3; CCO-2, 6

P10-3; CCO-1, 3, 6

TOPIC OUTLINE
A-1.4 Reflection

A-1.5 Scattering

A-1.6 Energy
conversion

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-1.41 Clouds may reflect approximately 25
percent of the incident insolation.
A-1.42 The reflectivity of the earth depends
upon the angle of insolation.
A-1.43 Ice and snow reflect almost all of
the incident insolation.

P10-3; CCO-6

A-1.51 Aerosols (such as water droplets rnd
dust) in the atmosphere cause a random
reflection of insolation.
A-1.52 The amount of insolation reaching the
earth's surface decreases as the
amount of random reflection increases.

P10,3; CCO-6

A-1.61 Some insolation is converted into
potential energy by evaporation of water
and melting of ice.

P10-3; CCO-1, 2, 6

CCO-6

PI0-3; CCO-6

P10-3; CCO-6

B. Terrestrial radiation
B-1 Radiation
factors

8-1

aoe dome ioctood

tehick aged to

al oadialion?

B-1.1 Material
radiation

B-1.11 The maximum intensity of outgoing radiation from the earth's surface is in
the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

P10-3, 5; CCO-3, 6

B-1.2 Gases

B-1.21 Water vapor and carbon dioxide are good
absorbers of infrared radiation.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 6

B-1.3 Balance

B-1.31 Long-term measurements (thousands of
years) of worldwide surface temperatures
indicate that the earth is not in
radiative balance.
B-1.32 Intermediate term measurement (decades)
of worldwide surface temperatures
indicates that the earth is in
radiative balance.
B-1.33 Annual measurement of worldwide surface
temperatures indicates that the earth
is not in radiative balance.

P10-3, 5; CCO-8

20
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P10-3, 5; CCO-8

P10-3, 5; CCO-4

TOPIC VII - ENERGY EXCHANGES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

What

eG444E4

the Weediteh?
Time Emphasis:

16 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Alain Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Compare locally observed atmospheric variables, and derive interrelationships.
B.
Determine characteristics of airmasses from synoptic weather data.
C.
Describe energy exchanges in atmospheric processes.

Approach
It is assumed that the student has observed, measured, and recorded local atmospheric variables
in a weather watch-type investigation prior to this topic.
The data collection which may have
been started earlier in topic I or topic II can be used in this topic for analysis.
An analytical approach should be used in this topic.
Students should be encouraged to hypothesize
relationships based on the evidence they have collected.

The prediction of atmospheric changes is an activity which can stimulate the interest of all
students.

The moisture-energy relationships in the water cycle should be carefully considered in this
topic.
The latent heat factor that was introduced in topic V should be reinforced at this
point.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Atmospheric variables
A-1 Local
atmospheric
variables

A-1.1 Probability of
occur-

II-1 Wuxi aim dOste Iselationdhips Its lasout asumplayse

V114-1

oaisaisks drat WK. 4e 014440ed 10Ca
A-1.11 Relationships between atmospheric
variables can be expressed as the
probability of occurrence.

A-1.11 The use of probabilities
is desirable to
establish an understanding of the complex
and dynamic relationships that exist between
the variables.
P10-3, 5; CCO-10, 11

A-1.2 Temperature
variations

A-1.21 Temperature is greatly affected by the
amount and duration of insolation.

A-1.21 Relate to topic VI.
P10-2, 5; CCO-11, 12

A-1.3 Pressure
variations

A-1.31 Air pressure changes are closely
associated with temperature changes.

ren ce

21

P10-2, 5; CCO-11, 12

TOPIC OUTLINE
A-1.4 Moisture
variations

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-1.41 Variations in the dew point temperature are
indicators of changes in atmospheric
moisture.
A-1.42 The probability of precipitation increases
as the difference between dew point
temperature and air temperature decreases.

P10-2, 5; CCO-4, 6, 11

A-1.5 Air
movement

A-1.51 Wind speeds are directly related to
pressure field gradients.

P10-5; CCO-11

A-1.6 Atmospheric
transparency

A-1.61 Atmospheric transparency varies inversely
P10-2, 5; CCO-6, 8, 11
with the amount of input of materials
produced by natural processes and the
activities of man.
A-1.62 The atmosphere tends to clean itself
A-1.62 This understanding can
periodically through natural processes
be related to a
such as cloud formation and precipitation.
pollution part of a
continuing weather

P10-5; CCO-11

watch.
P10-4, 5, 6, 8, 10

A-1.7 Other
variables

A-1.71 Other weather variables seem to be associated in a more complex manner than
simply a direct or inverse relationship.

A-1.71 Visibility depends on
temperature, humidity,
pollution, etc.
P10-2, 5; CCO -lO, 11

B. Synoptic weather data
B-1 Synoptic
analysis

B-1.1 Airmass
characteristics

B-1 IVIsei eiemesi cluosee isIicd cat Ise (144vortineci
14001. driOrdie 01443304110K0

1/11-B-1

B-1.11 Airmasses are identified on the basis of
pressure, moisture, and temperature
characteristics.
B-1.12 Within an airmass, at any given altitude,
the air temperature field and the humidity
field are nearly uniform.
B-1.13 In a low pressure airmass (cyclone) circulation is counterclockwise and toward the
center in the northern hemisphere.
B-1.14 In a high pressure airmass (anticyclone),
circulation is clockwise and away from
the center in the northern hemisphere.
B-1.15 Precipitation is most probable near the
interface (frontal surface) between airmasses of different temperatures.
B-1.16 Atmospheric conditions are usually unstable
in the vicinity of the interfaces.

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-7, 10,

B-1.2 Airmass
source
regions

B-1.21 Airmasses have definite characteristics
which depend upon the geographic region
of origin.

P10-5

B-1.3 Airmass
tracks

B-1.31 Ainnass tracks and rates of movement can
be determined and usually predicted.

PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-8, 11,

22
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11

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-7, 11

P10-3, 5; CCO-11, 12

P10-3, 5; CCO-11, 12

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-4, 6,
8, 11, 12
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-4, 6,
8,, 11, 12

12

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

C. Atmospheric energy
exchanges
C-1 Input of
moisture and
energy

C-1 ditua ciaes the data:did:~ acrisass ~aims

WI-C-1

and &golf?

C-1.1 Evaporation and
transpiration

P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 4, 9,
C-1.11 Moisture enters the air by means of transpiration and by evaporation.
11
CCO -1 , 6
C-1.12 The ocean is the primary source of
moisture for the atmosphere.
PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-1, 4,
C-1.13 Energy is reauired to cause evaporation
9, 11
and transpiration.
C-1.14 Evaporation and transpiration constiC-1.14 Refer to topic V and
tute an energy input to the atmosphere
topic VI.
in the form of more energetic water
CCO-1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11,
molecules.
12

C-1.2 Vapor
pressure

C-1.21 The vapor pressure (moisture content)
of the air increases at the air-water
interface.
C-1.22 The rate of evaporation decreases as
the vapor pressure of the air at the
interface increases.
C-1.23 The rate of evaporation at a given
location depends on surface area, the
energy available, and the moisture
content of the atmosphere.

C-1.3 Saturation
vapor
pressure

C-1.4 Other
input
energy

P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 4, 8,
9, 11'

P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 4

C-1.23 Relate to topic VI.
P10-5; CCO-1, 4, 6, 8,
9, 11, 12

P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 4, 9,
11, 12
P10-5; CCO-1, 4, 9, 11,

C-1.31 A state of dynamic equilibrium exists
when saturation vapor pressure is reached.
C-1.32 Saturation vapor pressure varies directly
with air temperature.
C-1.41 The atmosphere acquires energy
by radiation and conduction from the
earth's surface, and radiation from

12

C-1.41 Relate to topic V and
topic VI.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 3, 11,

the sun.

12

CCO-1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12

C-1.42 The rate of energy input is related to
variables such as moisture and carbon
dioxide content.
C-1.43 The atmosphere acquires energy by
mechanical means such as frictional

CCO -1, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12

drag.

C-2 Moisture and
energy transfer
C-2.1 Density
differences

C-2 died, a4e ~laws* cad ene/sce, bia#40144d
iet the aistaipiseme
C-2.11 The density of air decreases with increased
moisture content.
C-2.12 The density of air decreases with increased
air temperature.
C-2.13 Convection cells are caused by density
C-2.13
differences and the effect of the gravity
field.

P10-2, 5; CCO-6, 9, 11,
12

P10-2, 5; CCO-6, 9, 11,
12

This concept can be
related to convection
in the atmosphere,
ocean, and mantle.
P10-5; CCO-1, 5, 6, 9,
12

C-2.14 Atmospheric convection is affected by
variations in insolation.

C-2.15 The movement of air is from regions of
divergence to regions of convergence.
23
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C-2.14 Refer to topic V and
topic IV.

P10-5; CCO-1, 3, 4, 5,
6, 11, 12
P10-5; CCO-1, 4, 5, 9,
11

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE
C-2.2 Wind
speed and
direction

C-2.3 Adiabatic
changes
C-3 Release of
moisture and
energy within
the atmosphere
C-3.1 Condensation and
sublimation

INFORMATION, TO TEACHERS

C-2.21 Air moves from high pressure to low

P10-5; CCO-1, 4, 6, 8,

pressure.
C-2.22 Wind direction is modified by the earth's
rotation.
C-2.23 Wind speed is directly related to the
pressure field gradient.

9, 11

C-2.31 Rising or descending air changes temperature by an adiabatic process.

PIG-5; CCO-1, 4, 5, 9,

P10-5; CCO-1, 4
P10-5; CCO-1, 4

11

C -3 4Veas aite ~W M* Wa! dIAMM40, 4eleased

eiiihia Me antesphete?
C-3.11 Condensation can occur when air is
saturated and a condensation surface is
available.
C-3.12 When water vapor condenses, a significant amount of heat energy is released.

P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 8, 9,
11

C-3.12 Refer to topic V.
P10-2, 5; CCO-1, 8, 9,
11

C-3.2 Cloud
formation

C-4 Release of
moisture and
energy from
the atmosphere
C-4.1 Precipitation

C-3.13 At temperatures below O °C.,water
vapor changes directly to ice.

CCO-1, 8, 9, 11

C-3.21 Clouds are formed from condensed moisture
or from ice crystals.

P10-5; CCO-1, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11, 12

C.4 rilma wse arms aise aotei em4m4plp Iteleas«,

kusof the almospheite
C-4.11 Precipitation results when condensation
droplets form that are large enough to

P10-5; CCO -1, 4, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12

fall.

C-4.2 Windwater
interaction

C-4.21 Surface ocean currents are an effect of
a transfer of energy from the atmosphere
by winds.

C-4.21 The erosion aspect of
winds is treated in
topic IX.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 6, 11,
12

24
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TOPIC VIII - MOISTURE AND ENERGY BUDGETS
AND ENVIRONMENT CHANGE

What ollappe.6101 Ia

leateit ad toteiscfit aelecaeciliaci

t

elistos?

Time Emphasis:

11 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
Measure and describe the nature and movement of water in and on various earth materials.
A.
Analyze and relate aspects of the water budget to the environment.
B.
Determine,from his analysis of the factors which affect climate, the climate patterns for
C.
a continental land mass.

Approach
This topic is essentially a transition from the water cycle and energy budgets, treated earlier,
Relationships between water movement
to the rock cycle processes, which will be treated later.
and aspects of water pollution should be reinforced within this topic.
The means of identification of cl;mate
An analytical approach to climates should be used.
The point should be stressed that climate
regions should evolve from water budget analysis.
zones are the results of the combined effect of the environmental factors identified in earlier
topics.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Earth's water

A-1 Ground water

A-1 allow Joel watt* move iota the wade

VIII-A-1

A-1.11 Precipitation may infiltrate the earth's
surface, run off, or evaporate.
A-1.12 Infiltration can occur if the surface is
permeable and unsaturated.

CCO-5

A-1.2 Permeability

A-1.21 The permeability of loose material increases with increased particle size.
A-1.22 Water that ;las infiltrated loose material
continues downward to the saturated zone
or water table.

PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

A-1.3 Porosity

A-1.31 The porosity of loose material is largely
dependent upon shape, packing, and the
mixture of sizes of the particles.

PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11

A-1.4 Capillarity

A-1.41 Capillarity in loose materials increases
with decreased particle size.

PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
CCO-11

A-1.1 Infiltration

25
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PIO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5

CCO-11
CC0-4

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE

A-2 Surface water

A-2. Joao does motet moos as the saojece of
toe

A-2.1 Runoff

A-3 Pollution of
the earth's
water

A-3.1 Sources
of pollutants

eaolh?

A-2.11 Surface runoff can occur when rainfall
exceeds the permeability rate, when
the pore space is filled, or when the
slope of the surface is too great to
allow infiltration to occur.

tants

A-3.3 Concentration
of
pollutants

A-3.4 Longrange
effects

A-2.11 Relate to topic IX.
P10-3; CCO-2, 4

4-3 Mat is agaa's egad oa the ea4's wawa

A-3.11 Pollutants are often added to the hydrosphere through the activities of
individuals, communities, and industrial
processes.

A-3.2 Types of
pollu-

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

VIII -A -3

A-3.11 Analyze local conditions.
Local conditions that
may be considered include pollution of the
oceans, rivers, and the
ground water supply.
Relate to topic VII,
A-1.6; CCO-6, 8, 9

A-3.21 Hydrospheric pollutants include dissolved A-3.21 Relate to local area.
and suspended materials such as organic
CCO-8, 9
and inorganic wastes, thermal energy
effluent from industrial processes, radioactive substances, and the abnormal
concentration of various organisms.
A-3.22 The excessive heating of water, or the
CCO-8, 9
increased activity of aerobic bacteria,
can cause a loss of dissolved oxygen
from the water.
This may lead to an
increase in the concentration of anaerobic bacteria, a biologic pollutant.
A-3.31 Tne concentration of water pollutants in
rivers increases in the vicinity of
copulation centers.
A-3.32 Lake pollution tends to vary with the
population dens'ty near the lake.
A-3.33 Ground water pol'ution within a community tends to vary directly with the
population density.
A-3.41 The uncontrolled increase of pollution
in the hydrosphere may eventually
render the sources of water unfit for

A-3.31 Relate to stream
discharge.
CCO-6
CCO-6

CCO-6

CCO-6, 8

human use.

A-3.42 The purification of water for human use
is complex and costly.

CCO-6

B. The local water
budget

B-1 Water budget
variables

B-1.1 Precipitation

8-1 aims is the waist. Imoirpt oriliteoseed 4 Am eataieonsteml?

B-1.11 The moisture source for the local water
budget is precipitation (P).

(P)
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P10-3, 5

V111-8-1

TOPIC OUTLINE
B-1.2 Potential
evapotranspiration
(E p)

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

B-1.21 The potential evapotranspiration (E p) of

CCO-3, 4, 8

an area is directly proportional to the
energy available or the amount of evaporation surface.

B-1.3 Moisture
storage

B-1.31 A specific maximum quantity of moisture
can be stored in a soil under optimum
conditions.

P10-2; CCO-9, 10

B-1.4 Moisture
utilization

B-1.41 Available moisture is taken from soil
storage if precipitation is less than
potential evapotranspiration (P<E ).

CCO-1, 3

B-1.5 Moisture
deficit

B-1.51 Moisture deficit exists when soil moisture
is depleted and P is less than E

CCO-3, 5, 9

B-1.6 Moisture
recharge

B-1.61 Soil moisture is recharged when precipitation exceeds potential evapotranspiration, P>E

CCO-3, 5, 9

B-1.71 Surplus moisture exists when soil moisture
storage is maximum and precipitation is
greater than potential evapotranspiration.

CCO-3, 5, 9

.

.

B-1.7 Moisture
surplus
'

B-2 Streams

B-2 diato is the local toast kart oelatoci

V111-11-2

to

AuAmmama clachaile?
B-2.1 Stream
discharge
and the

water
budget

B-3 Climates and

B-2.11 Stream discharge is a measure of the loss B -2.11 Stream characteristics
of available surface water through runoff.
relative to erosion are
treated in topic IX.
P10-5; CCO-6
B-2.12 The stream discharge during a dry season
P10-5; CCO-6
is related to ground water depletion.

11.3 diota is Ilta local watea Swirl

VIII-B-3

oelaied to c:

the local

water budget

B-3.1 Climatic
regions

B-3.11 Climatic regions can be distinguished
quantitatively by factors such as
P/E or P - E .

CCO-7

C. Climate pattern
factors
C-1 Factors

C-1 What jacloos agoct climate pattotas?

C-1.1 Latitude

C-1.11 Latitude is a factor which influences
temperature patterns.

C-1.2 Elevation

C-1.21 The elevation (height above sea level)
influences temperature and moisture
patterns.

27
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11111-C.1

C-1.11 Relate to topic VI.
CCO-3, 5
CCO-6

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE
C-1.3 Large
bodies of
water and
ocean
currents

C-1.31 Large bodies of water modify the
latitudinal climate patterns of
their shoreline areas.
C-1.32 Ocean currents modify the coastal
climate patterns.

C-1.4 Mountain
barriers

C-1.41 Mountains, acting as barriers to
circulation, modify the latitudinal
climate pattern.

C-1.5 Wind
belts

C-1.51 Moisture and temperature patterns are
affected by planetary wind and pressure

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS
C-1.31 Relate to topic VI and
topic VII.

CCO1, 4
CCO-1, 4

CCO-1, 4

C-1.51 Relate to topic VI.
CCO-4, 5

belts.

C-1.6 Storm
tracks

C-1.61 Low pressure systems,which affect
temperature and moisture patterns, seem
to follow statistically predictable
paths.

28
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CCO-4., 5

AREA 4

THE ROCK CYCLE

AREA TIME EMPHASIS
37 DAYS

TOPIC
IX
X
XI

XII

TITLE

The
The
The
The

29

Erosional Process
Depositional Process
Formation of Rocks
Dynamic Crust

TIME

6
6
12
13

days
days
days
days

TOPIC IX - THE EROSIONAL PROCESS

1Iaw 9 4 the Caitthid.

asm.4.1

olgerdeci 4 .914 Coo Pionoten0
Time Emphasis:

6 days

TOPiC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the comple*.m of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Analyze and measure earth materials to obtain evidence of weathering.
B.
Analyze and measure earth materials to obtain evidence of erosion,and draw inferences
from observations about the factors which affect erosion.

Approach
Consideration of the weathering process should provide a bridge from climate and climate factors,
which were dealt with in topic VIII, to the effects of the environment on the earth's crust,
which will be dealt with in this topic and in topic X.
Erosion of rock materials should ha approached through the concept of a transporting system to
dramatize the complex nature of the erosion process in nature. It should be stressed that a
"system" includes the agent or agents, the "driving" forces, and the material transported. The
interrelationships between erosion and deposition are treated at the end of topic X after the
basic factors affecting them have been developed.
It may be desirable to have students investigate the characteristics of a local stream (erosion
system) if one is readily accessible.
Landscape features produced by erosional systems are considered in topic XIV.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION Tn TEACHERS

A. Weathering
A-1 Evidence of
weathering

A-1.1 Weathering
processes

A-1.2 Weathering
rates

A-1 What IS

some emdeace drat eadzilt maleeield weethee?

IX-A-1

A-1.I1 Weathering occurs when rocks are exposed
to the hydrosphere and the atmosphere.
A-1.12 The weathering process involves the
physical and chemical breakdown of
material.
A-1.13 The weathering process is affected by
climatic conditions.

CCO-1, 4, 6, 7, 12

A-1.21 The weathering rate of rock material
varies inversely with the particle size.
A-1.22 Rock particles weather at different rates
depending on mineral composition.

PIO-1, 3; CCO-1, 2, 4,

30
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P10-3, CCO-1, 2, 4,
6, 7

CCO-3, 4, 6, 7

6, 7

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 7

TOPIC OUTLINE
A-1.3 Soil
formation

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-1.31 Soil horizons develop as a result of
weathering processes and biologic
activity.

A-1.32 The complex interrelationships of
living organisms are significant
factors in soil formation.
A-1.4 Soil
solution

A-1.41 The end product of weathering is a
solution of ionic material, the
minerals present in all surface and
ground water.

A-1.31 Emphasis should be
placed on how soils
develop rather than
on types of soils
and their names.
P10-3; CCO-4, 6, 7,
9, 12
CCO-6, 7

A-1.41 Relate to topic VIII.
CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 7

B. Erosion

B-1 Evidence of
erosion

84 What cadence eatmeits that loch

ffsatatials

ado twatifeaeleci?

B-1.1 Displaced
sediments

B-1.1

B-1.11 Sediments displaced from their source
are evidence of erosion.
B-1.12 Transported material is far more common
than residual material.
B-1.2 Properties
of transported
materials
B-2 Factors affecting transportation

B-2.I Gravity

12

CCO-12

CCO-1, 2, 4, 7, 12

B-1.21 Transported materials may possess distinctive properties indicative of the transporting medium.

8-2 dloas does the 14aadisaetaiian
tape place ?

/seek materials

CCO-4

B-2.11 Gravity is the primary force which
motivates all transporting systems.
B-2.12 Gravity may act alone in transporting
earth materials.

CCO-4

B-2.2

B-2.2 Water
erosion

B-2.21 For a given portion of a stream channel,
an increase in the discharge increases
the average velocity of water.
31

MIR

A field trip, or
observation from a
previous field trip,
can be used to examine
evidences of erosion.
Slides or aerial photographs may also be used.
P10-2; CCO-4, 10, 11,

Comparisons between
model stream, and
streams in nature
should be treated
cautiously.
Usually
more than one factor
is changing and they
are not of equal
importance.
PIO-1, 2, 3, 4; CCO-1
2, 4, 6

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

B-2.22 For a given stream channel shape, an
increase in slope tends to increase the
velocity of the water.
B-2.23 The size of the particle that can be
transported increases as water velocity
increases.
B-2.24 The position of maximum velocity in a
stream cross section varies with changes
in the direction of the stream flow.
B-2.25 Streams carry material by solution, by
suspension, and by rolling materials
along their beds.

PI0 -1, 2, 3, 5; CCO-1,
2, 4, 6

B-2.3 Wind
and ice
erosion

B-2.31 Wind and ice may act as transporting
agents of rock materials.
B-2.32 The factors affecting wind erosion and
ice erosion are similar to the factors
affecting erosion by running water.

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6

B-2.4 Effect of
erosional
agents

B-2.41 Each agent of erosion produces distinctive changes in the material that it

t-nsports.

CCO-4, 6

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 7

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 7

CCO-1, 2, 4, 6, 11, 12

B-2.41 Students should be
given the opportunity
to examine and compare
materials transported
by wind, water, and
ice.

CCO-1, 2, 7, 11, 12
B-2.5 Effect of
man

B-2.51 Man adds to the erosion of the land
through activities of the individual
and his societies.

B-2.6 Predominant
agent

B-2.61 Running water is the predominant agent
of erosion on the earth.
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8-2.51 Relate to topic XIV.
ccn-7

P10-3; CCO-7, 12

TOPIC X - THE DEPOSITIONAL PROCESS

cleciimealatioa 6cca4?
Time Emphasis:

TOPIC ABSTRACT

6 days

Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A. Analyze and measure the deposition of particles in a medium, and draw inferences about the
process.
B.
Analyze patterns of erosion and deposition by a medium, and draw inference; about the
characteristics of the system.

Approach
The basic factors affecting deposition of particles are considered here. Deposition of materials
from solution will be treated in topic XI. The final section of this topic Involves the analysis
of an erosion-deposition system.
In later topics,the student will examine past evidence of erosion and deposition. From this
evidence,he will be expected to draw inferences about the environment at the time erosion and
deposition were taking place.
In topic XIV,the erosion-deposition system will be considered in connection with landscape
development.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Deposition
A-1 Factors

A-1 ?(/fiat jaciaas aijact ors clapeositioa aj paisticlat

X-A-1

ia a asaclaaal
A-1.1 Size

A-1.11 Other factors being equal, smaller
particles settle more slowly than
larger particles.

A-1.12 Particles of colloidal size and smaller
may remain suspended indefinitely.
A-1.13 When a mixture of sediment sizes settles
in a quiet medium (water or air), sorting
into horizontal layers takes place.
A-1.2 Shape

A-1.21 Other factors being equal, the shape of a
particle may determine its settling rate.
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A-1.11 Develop a simplified
model of deposition
which can be related to
the more common and
more complex case of
deposition in a moving
medium.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11
P10-3, 5; CCO-8, 9, 11

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-1.3 Density

A-1.31 Other factors being equal, high density
particles settle faster than low density
particles.

P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11

A-1.4 Velocity

A-1.41 As the velocity of a sediment laden flow
decreases, the particles of greater
weight and density settle out first.
A-1.42 Decreasing velocity produces horizontal
sorting. Smaller particles are usually
carried farther.
A-1.43 The velocity of particles in a moving
medium is not necessarily the same as
the velocity of the fluid.
A-1.44 Sorting in a quiet, solid medium, such
as ice, is more complex than in a fluid
medium.

A-1.41 PI002, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11

A-1.42 Relate to topic XIII.
P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11
A-1.43 P10-2, 3, 5; CCO-9, 11

P10 3, 5; CCO-0, 11, 12

B. Erosionaldepositional
system

B-1 Characteristics

11.1

What arse dome

chaucieutha

x4.1

4W$

ei10410#144-41201a10041 4444me
B-1.1 Erosional- 8-1.11 The erosional and depositional processes
depositionproduce characteristic changes which can
al change
be observed.
B-1.2 Dominant
process

B-1.11 Relate to topic XIV
P10-3, 5, CCO-4, 7, 8,
9, 11

B-1.21 Either erosion or deposition may be
dominant depending on the condition at a
particular location.

B-1.3 Erosional- B-1.31 An interface between erosion and deposition can often be located.
depositional
interface
1) state of dynamic equilibrium exists
within the system in which the erosional
and depositional rates are equal.

B-1.4 Dynamic
equilibrium

B-1.4I

B-1.5 Energy
relationships

B-1.51 The erosion phase of the erosional
depositional system results from a
transfer from potential to kinetic
energy.
8-1.52 The depositional phase of the erosionaldepositional system results from a loss
of energy.
8-1.53 Energy transformations between potential
and kinetic energy may occur in an
erosional-depositional system.
8-1.54 In an erosional-depositional system,the
total energy within the system is decreasing.
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B-1.31 Relate to topic XIV
P10-3, 5; CCO -1, 4, 8,
9, 11

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 9

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4,
6

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4
6

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2, 4

TOPIC XI - THE FORMATION OF ROCKS

allow 44e Rack qa4oteci?
Time Emphasis:

12 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Analyze rocks and sediments,and compare their characteristics to determine the degree
of similarity.
B.
Analyze rocks to determine their composition,and identify the characteristics of minerals.
C.
Devise models for the formation of sedimentary and nonsedimentary rocks.
D.
Construct a model from available evidence that illustrates the cyclic nature of rock-

TionTETTrocesses.

Approach
Previous topics have dea'it with the processes of weathering, erosion, and deposition.
topic, rock-forming processes should be considered in detail.

In this

Students should investigate the characteristics of rocks which should enable them to infer a
model for rock formation. Minerals should be studied as indicators of the rock-forming processes.
Rock properties will be v,Id as indicators of large scale change in Topic XIJ, With the assumption
made that most changes are cyclic, the attention in this topic should be directed toward the
evidence that suggests cyclic processes of rock formation.
Care should be taken to develop understanding of the relationships between t' e inferred rock-formMT-processes that leads to the concept of the rock cycle.
When considering the rock-forming processes, iy is important that the student distinguish
inferences from facts.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Rocks and
sediments
A-1 Comparative
properties

A-1.1 Similar-

Al .

What data/addled

do 44146

hews adik idiatenie

XI-A-1

A-1.11 Some rocks have properties such as
discrete layers, fragmental particles,
organic composition, a range of particle
size, or a predominance of Wle particle
size which strongly resemblep sediments.

Relate to topic X
P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 7, 9,

A-1.2 Differenpes A-1.21 Some rocks have properties such as crys*.
talline structure, banding, distortion
of structure, and crystal alignment.
These do not resemble sediments.

P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 7, 9,

ities
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10

10

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

B. Minerals
B-1 Relation to

B-1 Mal id the composition of liock?

XI -B -1

rocks

B-1.1 Composition B-1.13 Rocks are composed of minerals.
B-1.12 Some rocks are monominerallic; others are
polyminerallic.
B-1.13 Most rocks have a number of minerals in
common.
B-2 Characteristics

B-2.1 Physical,
hemical
properties

CCO-10, 11

17-8-2

B-2 Mot aee some chaoadmistics of mineeols ?
B-2.11 Minerals are identified on the basis of
well-defined physical and chemical
properties.

B-2.21 Of the many naturally occurring elements,
B-2.2 Chemical
only a few comprise most minerals.
composition
B-2.22 Of the elements comprising most minerals,
oxygen is the most abundant by weight and
Silicon is the second most
volume.
abundant by weight.
B-2.3 Structure

CCO-10, 11
CCO-10, 11

B-2.31 The elements oxygen and silicon unite to
form a tetrahedral unit.
B-2.32 The physical properties of minerals can be
described as a function of the arrangements of their constituents' units.

CCO-10

P10-3; CCO-4,6, 7
CCO-10, 11, 12

PIO-3; CCO-11, 12

P10-3; CCO-7, 12

C. Rock formacion
C-1 Sedimentary

C-1 diow a44 sedisten144, ',oche. Pasted?

rocks

C-1.1 Compression C-1.11 Some sedimentary rocks form as a result
cementation
of sediments undergoing compression and/
or cementation.

P10-3, 5; CCO-9

C-1.2 Chemical
processes

C-1.21 Some sedimentary rocks form as a result
of chemical processes such as evaporation
and precipitation.

P10-3, 5; CCO-9

C-1.3 Biological
processes

C-1.31 Some sedimentary rocks form as a result
of biologic processes.

P10-3, 5; CCO-9

C-2 Nonsedimentary

(-2 .(ow

noossedisteata44, VAC'S& Pune&

rocks

C-2.1 Solidification
process

C-2.11 Some nonsedimmtary rocks form as a result
of solidification of molten material.
C-2.12 Crystal sizes seem to vary as a function of
time, temperature, and pressure.

P10-3, 5; CCO-9

C-2.2 Recryst.il-

C-2.21 Some nonsedimentary rocks 'roan as a result
of the recrystallization of unmelted
material under high temperature and,
pressure.

P10-3, 5; CCO-9

lization
process
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P10-3, 5; CCO-9

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

TOPIC OUTLINE
C-3 Environment of
formation

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

C-3 What id IA* sowiiso.uottasi sic whic.4 a mock jokes?

C-3.1 Inferred
characteristics

C-3.11

C-3.2 Distribution

C-3.21 Sedimentary rocks are usually found as a

The environment in which a rock formed is
often inferred from compositional, structural, and textural characteristics.

P10-5; CCO-7, 9, 12

P10-1, 3, 5

thin veneer over large areas of continents.
C-3.22 Nonsedimentary rocks,at or near the surface,are most frequently found in regions
of volcanoes or mountains.

D. Rock cycle

D-1 Evidence

D-1 What suideace <towed& a. arlic model of sock imatation? XI-D-1

D-1.1 Transition
zones

D-1.11 Transition zones from unaltered to altered
rock can be found where molten material
has come in contact with the local rock.

PIO-5; CCO-6, 7, 8, 9,

D-1.2 Rock composition

D-1.21 The composition of some sedimentary rock
suggests that the components had varied
origins.
D-1.22 The composition of some rocks suggests
that the materials have undergone multiple
transformations.

Relate to topic X.
P10-5; CCO-6, 7, 8, 9,
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TOPIC XII - THE DYNAMIC CRUST

#ow 440 eisegar4 as the ea41414 eat P4adaciesi?
Time Emphasis:

13 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Motor Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Identify evidence of crustal changes from his observations of the earth's crust.
B.
Describe the properties of earthquake waves;and from an analysis of seismic data,locate

Thienter and determine time of occurrence of an earthquake.
C.

D.

Construct inferences about the structure and composition of the earth's crust and
interior from available evidence.
Construct inferences about the processes which may cause crustal change from the
available evidence.

Approach
In this topic, the student should be provided with an opportunity to examine evidence that
suggests a dynamic lithosphere.
Much of the evidence examined is indirect and incomplete.
Care should be taken so that students do not mistake inferences for facto.

While topic XII focuses on large scale crustal changes, the interpretations of local changes,
past and present, are considered in later topics.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Evidence for
crustal movement
A-1 Minor crustal
changes

A-1.1 Deformed
rock
strata

A I What adideacetlitfratmeg04

chorales. 44

1.44 ea411114. c4a447

A-1.11 Folded and tilted rock strata and faults
suggest past crustal movements.

A-I.1 A series of slides or
photographs may be used
to illustrate deformed
crustal material.
P10-3, 5; CCO -1, 4, 6, 8

A-1.2 Displaced
fossils

A-1.3 Displaced
strata

A-1.21 Marine fossils found at high elevations
above sea level suggest past uplift.
A-1.22 Shallow water fossils found at great ocean
depths suggest past subsidence.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 6, 8,

A-1.31 Displacement of strata, which may accompany
earthquakes, provides direct evidence of
crustal movement.

910-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 6, 8,
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12

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 6, 8,
12

12

TOPIC OUTLINE
A-2 Major crustal
changes

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-2 What eigicieme.4 sac/fedi macros chaoscieti

X114-2

ike ea/sties &mid?
A-2.1 Zones of

A-2.11 Zones of frequent crustal activity can be
located on the earth's surface.

A-2.11 Relate to D-1.11.
P10-3, 5; CCO -1, 4, 5,
6, 8, 12

A-2.21 Great thicknesses of sediment that were
deposited in shallow water are observed
in some areas.
A-2.22 Shallow basins of large (regional) area
which may be slowly subsiding can be
observed in some areas.

A-2.21 Relate to
P10-3, 5;
6, 8, 12
A-2.22 Relate to
CCO-1, 4,

A-2.3 Vertical
movements

A-2.31 Tilted shorelines, changed bench mark
elevations, and other related phenomena
can be observed in some areas.

A-2.31 Relate to D-1.41.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 8, 11, 12

A-2.4 Ocean
floor
spreading

A-2.41 Igneous material
along the oceanic
ridges is younger than the igneous
material farther from the ridges.
A-2.42 Strips of igneous rock parallel to the
ocean ridges show reversal of magnetic
orientation.

A-2.41 Relate to
P10-3, 5;
6, 8, 11,
A-2.42 Relate to
P10-3, 5;
6, 8, 11,

D-I.21.
CCO-1, 4, 5,
12
0-1.21.
CCO-1, 4, 5,
12

A-2.5 Continental
drift

A-2.51 The present continents appear to fit
together as fragments of an originally
larger land mass.
A-2.52 Correlation of rock, mineral, and fossil
evidence between continents suggests
that the land masses were joined at some
time in the past.

A-2.51 Relate
P10-3,
8, 11,
A-2.52 Relate.
P10-3,
8, 11,

D-1.21.
CCO-1, 4, 6,

A-2.61 Rocks have recorded the position of the
earth's magnetic poles in vastly
different locations.

A-2.61 Relate to D-1.21.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 5, 6,
8, 11, 12

crustal

activity
A-2.2 Geosynclines

A-2.b Magnetic
poles

to
5;
12
to
5;
12

D-1.31.
CCO-1, 4, 5,
D-1.31.
5, 6, 8, 12

D-1.21.
CCO-1, 4, 6,

Earthquakes

8-1 Wave
properties

11-1 What ate tome mapottias o f ea4aureaha wooed?

B-1.1 Types of
waves

B-1.11 Earthquakes generate compressional and
shear waves.

PIO-1, 5; CCO-1, 6, 11

B-1.2 Velocities

B-1.21 In the same medium, compressional waves
travel at a velocity greater than shear
waves.
B-1.22 The velocities of seismic waves depend
upon the physical properties of the
materials through which the waves
travel.

PIO-1, 5; CCO-1, 11

B-1.31 Compressional waves are transmitted through
solids and fluids.
8-1.32 Shear waves are transmitted only through
solids.

P10-5; CCO -1, 6, 11, 12

B-1.3 Transmission
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PIO-1, 5; CCO-1, 6,
11, 12

P10-5; CCO-1, 6, 11, 12

TOPIC OUTLINE
B-2 Location
of an
epicenter

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

B-2 Asa, cads As spiceotiss of aa ea4liargaiss

4.1 located?

X11-B-2

B-2.1 Epicenter

B-2.11 Differences in travel times of seismic
waves can be used to determine the
distance to the epicenter.

PIO-1, 2, 4, 5; CCO-6,
11, 12

B-2.2 Origin
time

B-2.21 The origin time can be inferred from the
evidence of epicenter distance and

PIO-1, 2, 4, 5; CCO-6,
11, 12

travel time.

C. Model of the
earth's crust and
interior
C-1 Properties

Wiratcymedoonwpmommt4st atift461.04

sat

X11-C-1

awdAm4644%0
C-1.11 The characteristics of

C-1.1 Solid and
liquid
zones

C-1. 11 Analysis of seismic data leads to the

C-1.2 Crustal
thickness

C-1.21 Tie average thickness of the continental
crust is greater than the average thickness of the oceanic crust.

PIO-1, 5; CCO-11, 12

C-1.3 Crustal
composition

C-1.31 The oceanic and continental crusts have
different compositions.

C-1.31 Relate to topic XI.
PIO-1, 5; CCO-11, 12

C-1.4 Density,
tempera-

C-1.41 The density, temperature, and pressure
of the earth's interior increase with

C-1.41 Relate to topic III.
PIO-1, 5; CCO-6, 7,
11, 12

ture, and
pressure
C-1.5 Interior
composition

seismic waves developed
in the previous section
may be used to construct
a more detailed model
of the earth's interior
than is required.
PIO-1, 5; CCO-6, 7,
11, 12

inference that solid zones (crust,
mantle, inner core) and a liquid zone
(outer core) exist within the earth.

depth.

C-1.51 The composition of some meteorites
suggests an earth core composed of iron
and nickel.
C-1.52 The compositions of the crust and core
suggest a different composition for the
mantle.

P10-5; CCO-6, 7, 11, 12

P10-5; CCO-6, 7, 11, 12

D. Theories of crustal
change
0-1 Inferred
processes

D-1.1 Mantle
convection
cells

0-1 It/hal istiosencai, cam. As Aglaia alma dis

itocc..ida which. Hof crises medal aware

D-1.11 The occurrence of heat flow highs in areas
of current mountain building, and heat
flow lows in areas of shallow subsiding
basins, suggests the existence of mantle
convection cells.
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X1141
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 8, 12

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

D-1.21 Continental growth and mountain building
may be related te geosynclinal development.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 3,
6, 8, 12

0-1.3 Isostasy

0-1.31 Mountains of geosynclinal origin may in
part be caused by isostatic adjustme5ts
of materials of different density.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 8, 12

D-1.4 Process
relatiorships

0-1.41 The close correlation among zones of
earthquake activity, volcanic activity,
and mountain building suggests that these
processes of crustal change are related.

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 8, 12

D-1.2 Geosynclinal
develop-

mint

41'4

58

AREA 5

THE HISTORY OF
THE EARTH

AREA TIME EMPHASIS

TOPIC

30 DAYS

XIII

XIV

TIME

Interpreting Geologic History
Landscape Development and
Environmental Change
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15 days

15 days

TOPIC XIII - INTERPRETING GEOLOGIC HISTORY

Jaws east geolorrie eilato4f Be .5#11.eilvteleti?
Time Emphasis:

15 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Collect and analyze evidence of several geologic events in a field situation, and
FribTish a chronological order.
B.
Establish a correlation between different locations using rock and fossil evidence.
Determine the relative and/or absolute ages of rocks or geologic events from data such
C.
as fossil evidence, radioactive decay evidence, erosion, and deposition.
D.
Draw inferences concerning ancient life from a study of the fossil record.

Approach
This topic explores some of the techniques that geologists use to in:,erpret the geologic history
recorded in the rocks. Most of the processes considered in topics IX, X, XI, and XII play an
important role in the interpretation and should be reconsidered where appropriate.

The analysis, synthesis, and interpretation of geologic events is a form of puzzle solving, and
the student can play the role of chief investigator or puzzle solver. Once some of the techniques
are learned, he can enjoy working out a geologic history for a specific area.
Investigation of local geological features is strongly suggested during this topic. The use of
specific field experiences can help make the interpretation of geologic history more realistic
to the student. Seeing at firsthand is far superior to reading and talking about things in faraway places. Where field trips are impossible, slides, samples, and maps of the local geology
can be substituted for the actual field trip experience.
The focus of this topic should be upon the process of making interpretations rather than upon
the actual record. Particular events from the geologic past of New York State and other areas
should be used as illustrations of interpretations that have been made.
In considering the geologic record, students should be left with the impression that the interpretations constitute probable events rather than indisputable facts.

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

A. Geologic events
A-1 Sequence of
geologic
events

A-1.1 Chronology
of layers

A-I flaws am; I.

=woad d s

0444* sic

whit.

rolotik waft&

X1114-1

datomeined?

A-1.11 The bottom layer of a series of sedimentary layers is the oldest, unless the
series has been overturned or has had
older rock thrust over it.
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P10-5; CCO-8, 12

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A-1.2 Igneous
intrusions
and extrusions

A-1.21 Rock layers are older than igneous intrusions which cut through them or igneous
extrusions which are above them.

P10-5; CCO-8, 12

A-1.3 Faults,
joints,
and folds

A-1 .31 Rocks are older than faults, joints, or

P10-5; CCO-8, 12

A-1.4 Internal
characteristics

A-1 .41 Fragments which occur within a rock are

PIO-5; CCU -5, 8, 12

older than the rock.
A-1 .42 Cracks, veins, and mineral cement are
younger than the rocks in which they occur.

P10-5; CCO-8, 12

folds that appear in them.

B. Correlation
techniques

B-1 Correlation

11-1 you: can. 4ocia. amti 9aleedoesiti.

place ice maid:a to

X11141

oas

?

B-1.1 Continuity

B-1.11 Rock layers can often be traced from
one location to another directly by
"walking the outcrop."

B-1.2 Similarity
of rock

B-1.21 Rocks can often be tentatively matched
on the basis of similarity in appearance,
color, and composition.

B-1.3 Fossil
evidence

B-1.31 Fossils are found almost exclusively
in sedimentary rocks.
B-1.32 Fossils provide clues to the environments in which the organisms lived.
B-1.33 Fossils which occurred widely but only
within a particular formation can be
used to correlate sedimentary rocks.

CCO-6, 7, 8

8-1.4 Volcanic
time
markers

B-l.41 Because of their rapid deposition over a
large area, layers of volcanic ash occurring between other layers may serve as
time markers.

P10-5; CC0 -6, 7, 9,
10, 12

B-1.5 Anomalies
to correlation

B-1.51 Careful study may show that two similar
rock formations may be of different
ages.
A single formation may actually
be older in some places than in others.
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CCO-10, 12

B-1.21

It is important in
this section to carefully distinguish
evidence from
inference.
P10-5; CCO-6, 8, 10, 12

CCO-6, 7, 8, 12
P10-5; CCO-6, 8, 10,
12

B-1.5

The interpretation of
geologic history can be
oversimplified, leading
to misconception.
Cautious interpretation
can minimize this
problem.

TOPIC OUTLINE

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

C. Determining geologic
ages

C-1 Rock record

C-1.1 Fossil
evidence

C-I What cleat die 4och 4ec044

dartfedi a4out yealortic

halo,"?

X911 -C -1

P10-3, 5; CCO-8, 12

C-1.11 Events in geologic history can often
be placed in order according to relative
age by using evidence provided by certain
fossils.

C-1.2 Scale of
geologic
time

C-1.21 Geologists have subdivided geologic time
into units, based on fossil evidence.

C-1.21 For further subdivisions
see the geologic time
scale in the Reference
Tables.
P10-5

C-1.22 Most of the geologic past is devoid of a
fossil record.
C-1.23 Man's existence is infinitesimal in
comparison with geologic time.

P10-5; CCO-6, 8, 10
C-1.23 A major intent in this
section is to help the
student develop a model
through which he can
gain some comprehension
of the scale of geologic
time.

PIO-1, 3
C-1.3 Erosional
record

P10-5; CCO-7, 8, 12

C-1 .31 Buried erosion surfaces indicate gaps

in the time record. The gaps represent
periods of destruction of the geologic
record.

C-1.4 Geologic
history of
an area

C-2 Radioactive
decay

C-1 .41 The geologic history of an area can be

inferred from the evidence of former
influence by a variety of processes.

C-2 4040 can. 9ealegic

aged. 4e oteetweeci

C-1.41 The geologic map of
New York State and the
geologic time scale
that appear in the
reference tables may be
used to illustrate the
various portions of the
rock record that have
been preserved in New
York State.
PIO-1, 2, 3, 5; CCO-5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

4 esdinf

eactioactiee decal?

C-2.1

C-2.1 Decay
rates

C-2.11 Some rocks contain atoms whose
nuclei undergo radioactive decay.
C-2.12 The disintegration of an individual
atom occurs as a random event.
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Models are used eAtensively to implement
this section. Students
should be cautioned
to interpret the models
with care so that misapplication of the concept is avoided.
P10-3, 4, 5; CCO-I, 2,
4, 7, 11
P10-3, 5; CCO-7, 10,
11, 12

TOPIC OUTLINE

C-2.2 Halflives

C-2.3 Decay
product
ratios

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

C-2.13 The disintegration of a radioactive
substance occurs at a predictable rate.
C-2.14 The disintegration rate is unaffected
by external factors.

CCO-7, 11, 12

C-2.21 The half-lives are different for different radioactive substances.
C-2.22 Radioactive substances with short halflives,such as C14,are good for dating
recent organic remains.
Those with
longer half-lives, such as U238, are
useful for dating older remains.

CCO-7, 12

C-2.31 The age of a rock can often be inferred
from the relative amounts of the undecayed substance and the decay product.

PI0 -1, 3, 4; CCO-2, 6,
7, 11, 12

CCO-6

D. The fossil record
D-1 Ancient life

0-1.1 Variety
of life
forms

D-1.2 EvolutioAary development

1).1

What (loss Ite iodsiI utcoui (gaffed alsaal op:cit.:I 140

inu1 4).1

D-1.11 Fossils give evidence that a great many
kinds of animals and plants have lived on
earth in the past under a great variety
of environmental conditions and that most
of them have become extinct.
D-1.12 In addition to the fossil types which have
been found, it is highly probable that an
even greater number have left no traces in
the rocks.

CCO-6, 8, 9, 12

D-1.21 Variations within a species can be observed,
measured, and described.
D-1.22 It has been theorized that the variations
within a species may provide some members
with a higher probability of survival.
D-1.23 The similarity among some fossil forms of
various time periods suggests a transition
which may be a result of evolutionary
development.

PIO-1, 2, 4, 5
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CCO-6, 8, 9, 12

P10-5; CCO-6, 8, 9, 12

PIO-1, 2, 4, 5; CCO-6,
11

TOPIC XIV - LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

Witat

Cam 4e4 .Bassclicapoi?
Time Emphasis:

15 days

TOPIC ABSTRACT
Major Behavioral Objectives
At the completion of this topic, the student should be able to:
A.
Identify and measure various local landscape characteristics.
B.
Develop inferences from observations of various landscapes, local and remote, about
the influence of the environment on landscape development.

Approach
Environmental analysis should be stressed in this topic.
The concept of landscapes as
indicators of the interaction of crustal forces, climate, and man should be carefully developed
and extensively explored. Students should become actively involved in the interpretation of
landscapes and environmental changes from firsthand field experiences.

The use of a specific field experience with field trips to appropriate locations is very
desirable. Slides, maps, or photographs may be used to provide secondhand experiences in
situations where the firsthand experience is not possible or needs supplementation.
The interdisciplinary nature of man's influence in producing environmental change may
suggest a coordinated approach by the social studies and science departments.
The student should complete this topic, and the course, with a questioning attitude and some
plausible ideas about the formation of any landscape and the influence of various factors on
his environment.
The material in this topic may be related to several other topics as indicated in the
Information to Teachers column.

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

A. Landscape
characteristics
A-1 Quantitative
observations

A-1 What wie some frouldcape cluviacteualics

=It lie alktosoed aid oteatueiteci?

A-1.1 Hillslopes

A-1.11 Hillslopes with distinctive shapes can
be identified and measured.

A-1.2 Stream
patterns

A-1.21 Stream patterns which have measurable
characteristics can be identified.

A-1.21 Relate to topic IX.
PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-11

A-1.3 Soil
associations

A-1.31 Various soil associations can be
identified and some of their characteristics can be measured.

A-1.31 Relate to topic IX.
PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-11
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PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-11

TOPIC OUTLINE

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS
B-1.34 Structural features in bedrock,such as

faults, folds, and joints,frequently
affect the development of hillslopes.
8-1.35 Stream characteristics are controlled
by bedrock characteristics.
B-1.36 Soil associations may differ in compo-

sition and are dependent upon the bedrock
composition.
B-1.4 Time

B-1.41 The duration of time during which
environmental factors have been active
will determine the stage of development
or condition of a landscape region.

B-1.5 Dyn,mic B-1.51 A delicate balance of multiple environequimental factors exists in all landscapes.
librium
A change in any of the factors results in
a modification of the landscape and
the establishment of a new equilibrium.
B-1.6 Man

B-1.61 The activities of man have altered the
landscapes in many areas.
B-1.62 The human population on the earth is
increasing at an exponential rate.

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS
Relate to topic XII.
P10-5; CCO-7, 11, 12

5-1.35 Relate
P10-2,
11, 12
5-1.36 Relate
P10-5;
11, 12

to topic IX.
5; CCO-4, 6, 7,
to topic IX.
CCO-4, 6, 7,

B-1.41 Relate to topics VIII,
IX, X, and XIII.
P10-3, 5; CCO-6, 10,
11, 12

P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 7, 9, 11, 11, 12

B-1.6 Activities or watches
begun earlier on pollution may be summarized
at this point.
P10-5; CCO-6, 7, 8, 9,
11, 12

-1.52 The present doubling
time is approximately
37 years.
P10-3, 5.
P10-5; CCO-6, 8, 9, 12

B-1.63 Landscape pollution or misuse of the
landscape is more critical to man in
areas of high population density.
CCO-6.
B-1.64 Man, with advanced technology, can
inflict rapid changes on his environment that may produce catastrophic
events as the environment adjusts to
the stress.
3-1.65 Relate to topics II,
B-1.65 Man's addition of pollutants to the
VII, and VIII.
atmosphere alters the rate of energy
PI0 -1, 2, 3, 5; CCO-4,
absorption and radiation which may
6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12
result in a landscape-modifying climate
change.
B-1.66 Relate to topic II,
B-1.66 Resources, such as soil for agriculture,
VIII, and IX
land for homesites, pure water for conP10-3, 5; CCO-1, 2,
sumption and recreation, and clean air
4, 5, 6, 7
,or biologic survival, can be conserved
by careful planning and by the control
of environmental pollutants.
CCO-8
B-1.67 Environmental conservation and planning
programs may result in:
a) elimination of landscape pollution
and denudation
b) reclamation of landscapes that have
been misused
CCO-12
B-1.68 Development of environmental conservation
programs depends upon the awareness,
attitudes, and action of the people.
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, 1 Relationship of
)aracteristics

A-2.1 Landscape
regions

INFORMATION TO TEACHERS

MAJOR UNDERSTANDINL

TOPIC OUTLINE
A -2

0441.4 404

lantlicars ollaitadwastiod 444640

A-2.11 Sets of 1Rndscape characteristics seem to
occur together, identifying distinctive
landscape regions.
A-2.12 The boundaries between landscape regions
are usually well defined.
A-2.13 Any continental land mass has several
distinctive types of landscape regions which
can be identified.
A -2.14 The surface of New York State has several
distinctive landscape regions.

P10-5; CCO-11, 12

P10-5; CCO-12
P10-5; CCO-12

P10-5; CCO-12

B. Landscape development
B-1 Environmental
factors

B-1.1 Uplifting and
leveling
forces

0.1
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XIV-11-1

e.0.4.44.6.1..meola1 iactivss?
B-1.11 Landscapes seem to result from the inter- B-1.11 Relate to topic IX and
action of uplifting and leveling forces.
topic XIII.
P10-3, 5; CCO-1, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12
P10-3, 5
B-1.12 In a particular landscape,one of the
forces, uplifting or leveling, may be
dominant.
8-1.13 Relate to topic VIII
B-1.13 The rate of crustal uplift or subsidence
and XII.
may result in a modification of landscape
P10-3, 5; CCO-4, 5, 6,
by altering hillslopes, drainage patterns,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
or orographic wind patterns.

B-1.2 Climate

B-1.22

B-1.23
B-1.24

B-1.25

B-1.26

B-1.27

B-1.3 Bedrock

B-1.21 Relate to topic VIII.
P10-3, 5; CCO-4, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12
Some landscapes contain evidence of having B-1.22 Relate to topic VIII.
P10-3, 5; CCO-4, 6, 7,
developed under conditions of climatic
8, 9, 11, 12
extremes such as arid and glaciated regions.
B-1.23 Relate to topic VIII.
The rate at which landscape development
P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 7
occurs may be influenced by the climate.
PIO-1, 2, 5; CCO-6, 7,
The steepness of hillslopes in an area is
8, 11, 12
affected by the balance between weathering
and removal of materials.
8-1.25 Relate to topic VIII
Other factors being equal, hillslopes
and topic IX.
which have evolved in a dry climate tend
P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 7, 8,
to differ in appearance from hillslopes
11, 12
which have evolved in a humid climate.
B-1.26 Relate to topic VIII
Stream characteristics are affected by
and topic IX.
the climate.
PIO-1, 5; CCO-4, 7, 8,
11, 12
B-1.27 Relate to topic IX.
Soil associations differ in composition
P10-5; CCO-4, 6, 7,
depending on the climate.
11, 12

B-1.21 A change in the climate would result in
a modification of the landscape.

P10-2,
8-1.31 The rate at which landscape development
11, 12
occurs may be influenced by the bedrock.
P10-2,
B-1.32 The shape and steepness of hills are af11, 12
fected by the local bedrock composition.
B-1.33 Relate
8-1.33 Competent rocks are responsible for
P10-5;
plateaus, mountains, and escarpments,
whereas weak rocks usually underlie valleys
and other low-level areas.
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5; CCO-6, 7,
5; CCO-6, 7,

to topic IX.
CCO-7, 11, 12

